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WELL CONSTRUCTION INFORMATION FOR IN SITU 
URANIUM LEACHING 

Daryl R« T w e e t o n ' and Kev in Connor^ 

J 

ABSTRACT 

•' This Bureau of Mines publication describes present practices of making 
injection wells for in situ uranium leaching. Casings, screens, drilling 
fluids, coring, logging, cementing, and developing are discussed with the 
objective of aiding those who are starting an in situ leaching operation. 
Improper choices of materials or techniques can result in wells that are 
either useless or wells that have an undesirably high resistance to injection. 
Important factors include careful selection of screen slot size, use of logs 
for choosing the cementing basket depth, proper cementing techniques, and 
careful choice, use, and flushing of drilling fluids. The information was 
obtained through observation of well construction and through discussion with 
In situ leaching companies, drillers, and suppliers. 

INTRODUCTION 

In situ leaching consists of injecting chemicals (lixiviant) into an ore 
kody, dissolving the desired mineral, and pumping the lixiviant and dissolved 
talnerals out of the ore body. Usually separate wells are used for injecting 
and recovering the lixiviant. In situ leaching has the following advantages 
over conventional mining: smaller capital cost for small or deep deposits, 
shorter lead time before production, minimum surface pollution, lower labor 
Costs, and improved safety for workers. It thus can make feasible the recov
ery of uranium from deposits that are too small or too low-grade to profitably 
recover by conventional mining. 

Despite the potential benefits, in situ leaching contributes only a small 
fraction of our national uranivmi production. Therefore, the Federal Bureau of 
Hlnes is conducting research to improve technology with the anticipation that 
In situ leaching will contribute more to the Nation's uranium production and 
Reserves. 

Research physicist. 
Mining engineer. 
Both authors are with the Twin Cities Mining Research Center, Bureau of Mines, 
Twin Cities, Minn. 



Research at the Twin Cities (Minn.) Mining Research Center began in I975 
in cooperation with a private company at:«an experimental test site in Wyomiijo' 
The study demonstrated the importance of properly constructing injection well 
The first set of wells had a high resistance to injection despite several 
attempts at acid flushing. So little lixiviant could be circulated that the * 
leaching test was not a reliable basis for planning commercial operation; 
therefore, the test was repeated the following year with better wells. Dis. 
cussion with other leaching companies showed that well clogging was a common] 
problem, and that the degree of clogging was strongly influenced by well con
struction techniques. Without good injection wells, not enough lixiviant co^ 
tacts the ore to provide good uranium recovery. 

There is little public literature on injection wells for in situ uranivn^ 
leaching. However, some literature on other types of wells was found to be ,^ 
useful. Reference (7̂ )̂  discusses planning and constructing water wells, 
ground water movement and chemical characteristics, testing wells, screen 
selection, drilling and developing wells, and pumps. However, techniques that 
are suitable for water production wells are not necessarily suitable for J^ 
injection wells. Lixiviants are far more corrosive than ordinary water. AlsJ 
wells usually have more fluid resistance to injection than to recovery. 
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Brown and Silvey (2̂ ) described some of the causes and cures for clogginS 
in certain recharge wells. They concluded that clogging was largely caused W 
dispersion of interstitial clay, and that suitable clay stabilizers such as' 
calcitrai chloride could minimize clogging during injection. White, Baptist, 
and Land (£) also concluded that clay dispersion, not clay swelling, was thei 
dominant factor in reducing the water permeability of certain cores. 

The lack of public literature on wells for leaching makes it difficult' 
for companies that are just beginning in situ uranium leaching to avoid repeiÊ  
ing mistakes made by others, so the Bureau prepared this circular describing^ 
current practices. A future report will describe investigations into improvSL' 
methods. An overview of Bureau research on this and related topics is giveig 
by Olson, Larson, and Tweeton (4). 
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WELL DESIGN 

Important considerations in the design of the well include the type and! 
diameter of the casing and the type and slot size of the screen. 

•̂ Underlined numbers in parentheses refer to items in the list of referenceŝ jt;-
the end of this report. 



Casing 

Although some companies use 5- or 6-inch-diameter casing to allow a 
;arger pump to be installed, the most common casing diameter is 4 inches, 
ihlch allows 4-inch screens to be used and provides adequate screen area for 
[luid flow. This diameter allows small submergible pumps to be used. The 
:ption of installing a piunp in an injection well is useful during well devel-
ipment and during postleach restoration of the water quality, even though the 
nmp is not left in the well during .leaching. This option also permits later 
onversion of an injection well to a recovery well. 

:, The most common casing material is polyvinyl chloride (PVC) plastic which 
as replaced stainless steel because PVC is much cheaper. A disadvantage of 
installing PVC during Wyoming winters is that the glue does not set properly 
*en colder than 4" C (40° F). 

An alternative which makes glue unnecessary is Yelomine* PVC pipe manu-
iactured by Certain-Teed Products Corp., St. Louis, Mo. It uses a patented 
annector in which a nylon strap is slipped around the joint in a special 
jroove to hold the coupling secure. An O-ring inside the coupling prevents 
leaking. Yelomine is slightly more expensive than standard PVC, but it is 
:laimed to be stronger. Wells deeper than 500 feet are sometimes cased with 
ilberglass which is stronger than PVC. 

Screens 

Just as for casings, 
plastic screens have 
replaced stainless steel 
because of its cheaper cost, 
There are several manufac
turers of plastic well 
screen each claiming advan
tages. All of the screens 
have tapered slots with the 
narrowest part of the slot 
to the outside which mini
mizes plugging with sand 
grains (fig. 1). A grain 
small enough to enter the 

V-shaped slots 

Tapered screen slots minimize plugging from 
sand grains. 

^Reference to specific equip
ment (or trade names or 
manufacturers) is made 
for identification, only 
and does not imply 
endorsement by the Bureau 
of Mines. 
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narrowest part of the slot is unlikely to be trapped in the wider parts of t-k 
slot. If the slot is not tapered, grains are more likely to be trapped part ̂  
way through. The type of screen having the greatest open area is wound over 
thin plastic ribs, and it is sold by Johnson Div., Universal Oil Products 
St. Paul, Minn. A different design, which gives less open area but more 
strength, is wound over a plastic pipe containing closely spaced holes and it 
is available from Well Supply, Inc., and Wesco, Inc., both of Houston, Tex. 

The slot size should be chosen carefully to allow optimum well develop̂ ., 
ment. Too small an opening will not allow enough of the fine material front 
near the well to be flushed through the screen and pumped out. Too large an 
opening will allow material from the formation to continue to flow through the 
screen. A coninon recommendation is to choose a slot size that allows 60 
wt-pct of the material to pass through. This slot size is usually from 0.008 
to 0.025 inch (0.20 to 0.63 mm). Thus, cores must be taken for grain-size • 
analysis (7̂ , p. 179) before selecting the slot size. 

An alternative to conventional screens is to case and cement the well to 
the bottom of the deposit, then use a water-jet device developed by the Bureao 
of Mines to perforate the casing and cement. This method has the advantage 
that the perforation pattern can be tailored exactly to the deposit. The per
forator, described in a Bureau publication by G. A. Savanick (_5), uses a -• 
10,000-psi, water jet to make small holes through the casing and cement that 
are small enough to provide sand control. 

Another alternative is to case and cement to the bottom of the deposit 
then remove the casing and cement by underreaming at the desired depths. If 
the formation is sufficiently consolidated, no screen is necessary. If the 
formation is poorly consolidated, a telescoping screen of smaller diameter.̂  
than the casing is slid into position after underreaming. v 

DRILLING 'i[^ 

Of the several methods of drilling, the most common is hydraulic rotary 
drilling where the drilling fluid is liquid. Foam and air drilling have also 
been used successfully. 

Foam and air drilling are similar in many ways to hydraulic rotary drill
ing, except the drilling fluid that carries the cuttings up is foam or alr^^ 
Instead of liquid. Since hydraulic rotary drilling is much more common, this 
circular will emphasize drilling with liquids. 

Hydraulic Rotary Drilling 

Hydraulic rotary drilling is well-known and described in reference (7^. 
p. 47). The choice, use, and flushing of drilling fluid is very important. 
Any drilling fluid that is not removed during development will be forced Into 
the formation during injection and hence it will contribute to clogging. 
Drilling fluids made from bentonite are especially prone to cause clogging 
because bentonite is hard to remove and swells. 

' l i t ' . ' 
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• Drilling fluids made from-, guar gum, are less likely to cause clogging than 
tentonite, and they are often used In drilling Injection, wells. Examples of 
such fluids are Revert (8), sold by Johnson Div- of Universal Oil Products and 
loloss (3), sold by Baroid Services Div.,- KL Industries, Inc. The advantage 
claimed is- that guar-gum drilling fluids can'be broken down to a fluid having 
the viscosity of water by enzymes or chemleals after drilling is completed. 
However, there are conditions where guar gum fluids will gel and resist break
ing down. The literature describing Revert states that a combination of cer
tain chemical constituents in the wafer such as boron^ copper, aluminum, and 
calcium, coupled with a pH over 8, can cause gelling. The same literature 
ffoggests raethods for treating the water to avoid gelling. The amount of the 
ehemical constituents that cah be present at a given pH before gelling occura 
lias not been published. When using the fluids it is irhportant to follow all 
the manufacturer's directions Including the warnings of the effects of trace 
ehemical constituents and improper pH. This seemingly obvious advice is 
stated because the Bureau has encountered several Instances of clogging where 
failure to pretest the water and insure its suitability may have been a con
tributing factor. In hot weather it may be advisable to preserve guar gum 
drilling fluids with formaldehyde to prevent them from breaking down before 
tile drilling ts completed, 

Newer fluids are being recoraraended by some manufacturers. For example, 
iaroid now recommends Drispac dr Quik-trol rather than Loloss for drilling 
mjection wells. Drispac is a polyanionlc cellulose polymer (3) which has 
Seen used successfully for drilling injection wells. Quik-trol is an organic 
poljraier (3_). Baroid indicates that these two drilling fluids are more effec
tive than guar gum fluids at encapsulating clays and hence= preventing the 
^lldup of a fine clay suspension on the borehole wall. 

j;. Baroid stresses the need to control the .solids content of the fluid by 
removing clay particles during drilling. Equipment is available for this pur
pose, and some of It is sniall enough t o be used during Injection well drilling. 
tte buildup of solids was a problem at. the IEC site which was attributed to 
^e portable mud pits being too small to allow adequate settling of the sus-
^nded particles. It would have been preferable to use larger pits, but this 
%s prevented by extremely wet conditions. 
f-
:»«. Drilling wells straight and vertical is important for several reasons. A 
Rooked hole makes it difficult to lower the casing especially with a cemeht-
^ basket. Casings have broken when excessive force was used.. A crooked 
yM also makes it difficult tb lower a submergible pump down the casing if 
^e pump is long and Its diameter is only slightly smaller than the casing, 
g the holes are not vertical, the well pattern at the ore depth will differ 
|oia the surface pattern. This may lead to poor distribution of the lixiviant. 

' Using as small a downward thrust (pulldown) as, practicable at the top of 
I'̂s drill string will help insure a straight hole. Applying part of the riec-
^Sary force downhole with two drill collars worked well for Tep-Cor at the 
^C site. Downward thrust applied at the top of the drill string tends to 
l̂̂ e the drill go crooked, but weight applied near the bottom of the string 
Ips the drill go straight and vertical. Most companies do not try to drill 
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z: Screen 

the full-diameter hole- in one pass 
Drilling a pilot hole a little more 
than half' the final diameter require 
less downward thrust and yields a 
stralghter hole^ However, one compan 
has found that using more drill col-
lars and a high bit rpm allows 
straight holes up to 6.-3/4-inch • •..-.-;• 
diameter to be drilled in one pass..-
The Bureau's experience suggests that 
in an ordinary formation, a careful * 
driller can avoid being more than 
about 6 feet out-of-vertical at a 
depth of 250 feet when using a pilot 
hole. 

The final diameter must be large 
enough to accommodate the casing with 
its couplings and cementing basket tf 
used. This is considerably larger;'" 
than the nominal inside diameter (ID) 
casing size. For example, a 4-lnch B) 
casing requires a borehole diameter of 
at least 6-3/4 inches. Tep-Cor pre
ferred 7-3/8-inch-diameter boreholes 
to facilitate installlrig the caslng. 
The outside, diameter (OD) of the coup
lings is about 5 inches.. There must 
be room for the cement to flow up tixt 
annulus between the casing and the,\ 
formation to allow a good seal. ',;v' • 

The hole must be drilled deeper than the screen bpttom to allow for sotai 
material sloughing to the bottom of the hole, and for a tailpipe to extend|f.*̂  
below the screen. The tailpipe is a piece of casing, usually 5 to 10 feet.!̂  
long, attached to the bottom of the screen and capped at the bottom end.''''1lidi 
allows material to settle in the tailpipe without blocking the screen as simm 
in figure 2. Placing about a foot of plaster of paris in the cap helps prie-
vent drilling through it. ' ^ - ^ ^ 

Foam and Air Drilling 

Tailpipe 
Sediments 

Tailpipe with sediments 
accumulatipn. 

• > . « • , 

. a 4.. • 
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Foam or a i r d r i l l i n g o f f e r s the promise of minimizing t h e low- ,- j ' ! 
p e r m e a b i l i t y s k i n on t h e borehole w a l l . However, i t p rov ide s l e s s support J « 
t h e boreho le w a l l and hence i n c r e a s e s t h e r i s k of- c o l l a p s e . 

Air d r i l l i n g , was used s u c c e s s f u l l y in a Wyoming o p e r a t i o n . The wellep.|^-
were d r i l l e d t o a competent l aye r above the uranium-bear ing zone using a_'ga*f 
gum based d r i l l i n g fluid-. A 6- Inch-d iameter ca s ing was I n s t a l l e d and c e s ^ v i ^ ' 
Then a, hole for a 4 - Inch-d iamete r sc reen was d r i l l e d through t h e uranium-^: K 
b e a r i n g zone u s i n g compressed a i r as the d r i l l i n g f l u i d . The hole was f u l l * * 
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^ter, and the air and water made a froth tha.t carried iip the cuttings. A 
4?ihch.-diam:eter screen was slid down the 6-inch casi-ng to the desired depth-
Ibe screen was capped at the bottom and had a packer- at the- top to seal the 
jpace between the screen and casing. 

W, This method produced wells having a low resistance to injection. Those 
fbo try this method should keep in mind that a poorly consolidated formation 
ey collapse before the screen can be installed * Various manufacturers offer 
^am drilling fluids that provide better wall suppprt than air and water. 

CORING 

Coring poorly consolidated deposits is difficult, part of the core may 
Se washed out of the barrel during drilling. Also, the core m y stick in the 
'̂rrel so hard that forcing it out breaks It up. Double-tube core barrels 
pi, p. 181) prevent the drilling flulVi from flowing over the core in the bar
rel and hence help keep the core from washing out. Split-tube core barrels 
Imve an inner tube that is in two parts allowing the core- to be lifted, out 
?hen the tube is open and thus, eliminating the need to force the core out the. 
the end of the barrel..' 

Excellent: core recovery was obtained by Tep-Cor Drilling Go. at the lEG 
eite with a simple so lid-core barrel. The drilling fluid was Revert at a 
^rsh viscosity (7, p- 222; 3) of 50 sec. This Is slightly thicker than the 
tO.-sec Marsh vlscdsity used during drilling, but it Is near the viscosity 
tange recommended for Revert (̂, p, 4). Core drilling was done slowly to 
s?oid forcing the core tightly into the barrel. Coring 10 feet took 1 to 2 
iours. Essentially no pulldown force was applied, so the force on the NX-size 
Ht was from the weight of two drill collars, each weighing 300 to 400 pounds, 
snd 250 fe'et of drill string. To minimize core washout, the mud purap was 
slowed until it was just adequate to bring up the cuttings. Most of the 10-
Toot core sections, could be pushed out of the barrel with a rod. If more 
force was needed, the mud pump was corinected to the barrel and the core was 
sunned out. This step had to be done carefully because once the core started 
to move, it moved easily. If excessive pressure was used, the core could be 
Ejected so rapidly that it went over the core table and fell on the grourid. 

For those who are new to coring. Acker (_'!) is a useful reference. Most 
types of coring and related drilling are discussed, and previous experience is 
jtot assmned, 

w' LOGGING 

Well logging is performed on the uncased hole,. Three logs aid in decid
ing the exact depth to .set the screen and cementing basket. These logs are 
Htural gamma, resistivity oic resistance., and caliper, 

TheJ natural gamma log- helps in deciding where the highest uranium grade 
8̂ and hence where to set the screen as shown in figure 3. Uranium decay 
Products emit gamma rays and, if the uranium has riot moved away from its decay 
^̂ Coducts, the areas of highest natural gamma rays correspond to the areas of 
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Co si ng 

•Screen 

Casing %. 
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FIGURE 3i - Gamma log-well profile comparison. 

\ 
highest uranium content. The gamma log is referred to as- a "natural" log'''t:o 
distinguish it from Induced gamma logs, where a radioactive source is in thij 
probe and gairanâ  ra.ys from the artificially produced nuclides are mea sur ed'."'*-

A resistance or a resistivity log is used In deciding where to set th^ 
cementing basket, which must be set in a competent zone of shale or other "well 
consolidated material to prevent seepage into the -screened zone, A resistlil 
it:y log measures the resistivity of the formation between the ends of tiheji 
probe. A resistance "log, which Is more common, measures the'resistance. frffl̂ H 
po.lnt on the surface to the downhole probe. These logs can help indicate "t̂ iSr 
proper place for the basket because the resistivity of fine-grained materlailr 
such as shale, and day Is lower than that of coarser grained material siKh J^ 
s and. 

The caliper log Indicates the diameter of the hole, and it also indleatSlj 
if sloughing has occurred. The caliper has spring loaded fingers that are'̂ " 
extended once,/the tool has been lowered to the bottom of the hole (fig. 4))_ 
The caliper is then brought up the hole constantly measuring the hole diametSf 
The cementing basket must not be placed in a zone that has sloughed. 



i t e s 

.ter-

Well bore wall 
FIGURE 4. - Caliper logging probe. 

INSTALLING CASING 
AND SCREEN 

After logging is com
pleted, the. casing and 
screen are installed. The 
first step is to measure and 
cut the casing so that t;he 
screen and cemetitlng basket 
will be at the chosen 
depths. The tiallplpe Is 
then capped and attached to 
the bottom of Che screen. 
Small holes should be 
drilled in the casing just 
below the cementing basket 
plug to allow air to escape 
as the assembly is lowered 

FIGURE 5; - Casing operdiion using PVC pipe. 
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i n to the water. "Weep hoi 
of l~lnch diameter are * 
d r i l l e d above the plug. 

The hois t on the dr i l l 
r i g holds the screen and 
casing as they are lowered 
into the hole and connected 
as shown in figure 5. j f 
glued casing connections art 
used, screws are also put 
through the couplings for 
ext ra s t rength. 

A cen t ra l i ze r (fig. gj 
i s slipped over one or more. 
of the casing sections to 
keep the casing centered ta 
the hole permitting the 
cement to seal a l l sides. 
The cen t ra l i ze r s as pu r - ' ' 
chased have s ix staves •• . 
( s idebars ) . At the IEC iatta 
alternat:e staves were - . 
renKJved, because the staves 
were quite s t i f f and a l a i p 
amount of force was requi r^ 
to push them down the hole 
with a l l s ix staves attached. 

One should be careful 
not to overshoot the depth 
when lowering the caslng.^-
The basket may be ruined7lf 
the casing is pulled up^noct 
than the d is tance , about-l! 
f ee t , tha t the basket %m:̂ l-
s l i de on i t s section ofr 
cas ing . 

•FIGURE 6. - Centralizer, 
The casing and screen. 

should be i n s t a l l e d as . soon, as possible af ter d r i l l i n g and logging are cofflir-}" 
p le ted . If i n s t a l l a t i o n is delayed, the r i s k of c lay swelling and sloughlBg 
are Increased. Iii one ins tance, a, ca l iper log showed tha t clay swelling w;.sw. 
reduced the diameter of a 6-3/4-inch, hole a t one point to 5-1/2 Inches..K;<;!|,^ 
Instead of reaming out that po in t , the d r i l l e r forced the casing down the,-;-.** 
hole . The cementing basket stuck at the narrow po in t , and so much thrust umi 
applied to force the casing down that i t broke below ground. The casing cooW 
not be r e t r i e v e d , and the well was l o s t ( f ig . 7 ) , 
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Casing 

iT Well bore 

Well bore 
Wedged 
cementing 
-basket 

|"Clay layer 
I (swelled) 

lfc^BM.1 »*•• • * • • 

Uranium-
bearing 
zone 

ta^*«AAMi*,U«. 

FIGURE 7. - Wedging of the cementing bas
ket caused by clay swell ing. 

Sloughed 
material 

FIGURE 8. - Screen misplacement caused 
by sloughing of well bore 
wall. 

If a large amount of sloughing occurs, so much material can drop into the 
fiottom of the hole that the tailpipe and hence the screen cannot be lowered to 
the desired depth as shown in figure 8, If sloughing occurs at the basket 
^epth, the cement can flow around the basket. 

CEMENTING 

Proper cementing between the casing and the formation is vital. If this 
8pace is not sealed, ground water and leaching solution can move from one 
^uifer to another along the outside of the casing as shown in figure 9. This 
Results in a loss or dilution of leaching solution and possible escape of pol
lutants. Portland type I cement is often used, with about 6 or 7 gallons of 
*ater per 94-pound sack of cement. Some companies have used up to 14 gallons 
°f water per sack. However, cement tends not to stay in suspension 'with more 
ĥan 10 gallons of water per sack. Also, shrinkage increases as water content 
increases. To reduce shrinkage and help insure a good seal, I to 4 pounds of 
'entonlte per sack of cement can be added. 
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/4 Uncemented or poorly cemented B Cemented properly 

Upper aquifer 
(barren) 

Lower aquifer 
(uranium-bearing) 

»• = Injection 
fluid 

FIGURE 9. - Control of fluid injection direction through cementation. 

The method of placing the wet cement slurry is important. If it were* 
merely poured along side the casing, adequate sealing would be unlikely. . The 
cement would bridge the gap above spots where the casing was close to the -ii 

.'ft;-formation. 

The Texas Water Quality Board requires the casing method of cementing",' 
(7̂ , p. 242). In the variation of this method used for in situ leaching wells, 
a cementing basket (fig. 10) is attached to the casing above the screen befort 
the casing is lowered into the well. The basket comes on a short section of 
casing that contains plaster of paris and a plywood plug. The cementing." i]f̂  
basket is attached so that it will be at a shale or other competent layer .;̂i, 
above the ore. Holes of about 1-inch diameter called weep holes are drilled 
either in the casing attached to the basket or near the bottom of the next,,-:; 
higher casing (fig. 11)- > H-^ 

, -ir IV 

•fc 
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Coupling 

Plaster of paris 
Casing 

Cementing 
basket 

FIGURE 10. - Cementing basket. FIGURE 11. 

Plywood disc 

Cementing basket and plaster 
of paris plug prefabricated 
unit. 

After the casing has been lowered into position, the wet cement slurry is 
?iffliped down the inside of the casing and flows .out the weep holes above the 
•fimenting basket. The cementing basket prevents the cement from flowing down 
êr the screen, and it forces the cement to flow up the annulus between the 
^sing and the borehole wall as shown in figure 12. After a volume of cement 
''efficient to fill the annulus has been injected, water is pumped into the 
'̂ sing to force or "chase" most of the cement out of the casing, through the 
*̂ep holes and up into the annulus. Volumes are chosen so that some cement is 
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From mud pump 
Cement 

-l-ip^Water 

-1/-Cement 
• * . ' ^ 

1 

:^-r-. j^Water 
'4 

i ^ pe r ^T^ l l Upp< 
aquifer 

(barren) 

:y^i Lowe 
aquifer 

(uranium-bearing) 
•K 

FIGURE 12. - Cementing operation. 

left in the casing as shown in figure 13. After the cement has set, the' / 
excessive cement and the plug in the cementing basket section are drilled'̂ otxt. 
The well is then ready for development. ? i' » 

Incomplete sealing may result if much sloughing occurs above the ceoeot* 
ing basket. Ordinarily, a small amount of sloughing at one point will *not 
seriously impair the sealing, since the cement will isolate this spot. How
ever, if substantial sloughing occurs, the seal may be poor over enough dl»» 
tance that some aquifer mixing may be possible. For this reason, it is'"': "" 
desirable to minimize the time between lowering the casing and cementing.. 
Letting the casing stand overnight in the hole without being cemented should 
be avoided whenever possible. 

'• 4 • . ( •• 
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Too much chaser water B Proper amount of chaser water 
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Cement 

Chaser 
water 

Weep hole 

Screen 

Cement 

Chaser 
water 

Weep hole 

Screen 

FIGURE 13. - Chasing the cement. 
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A ProperfIt 

Casing 

Cement 

Well bore 

Cementing 
basket 

Screen 

B Sloughed wall 

Cement 

Sloughed 
well bore 

Cement 

FIGURE 14. - Cementing basket placement. 

If the cementing ^^^, 
i s not maKlng good contact 
with a competent shale 
other layer , the cement-nav 
be able to pass the basket 
and cover the screen. Tkt 
can happen i f there is 
sloughing at the basket », 
in figure 14, or if the* 
fingers of the basket are 
bent in during the sett la* 
of the casing and do not 
spring out again. There art 
cementing baskets with 
fingers that wi l l not sprl j , 
back af ter being pressed 
against the casing; these 
should be avoided. 

An a l te rna t ive to the 
casing method of cementing 
is to force the cement 
through a small pipe outsldt 
of the casing {]_, p . 240), 
i f there i s sufficient" 
space between the casing aaj 
the borehole wall . How-

V -

ever, most companies appear to favor the casing method. 

DEVELOPING 
.m 

Well developing is defined as "those steps in completing a water well"' 
that aim to remove the finer material from the aquifer, thereby cleaning out, 
opening up, or enlarging passages in the formation so that water can enter tbt 
well more freely" (7̂ , p. 295). Proper well development is essential for botb 
injection and recovery wells, but it may be impossible if the wrong drilllqg 
fluid is used, if the drilling fluid is used incorrectly, or if the screen^ 
slot size is incorrect. ' ijife 

Wells can be developed either by gravel packing or by natural develc^^ 
ment. Natural as used here only denotes the absence of gravel packing; itW 
does not mean avoiding forcing water into and out of the formation. Gravel-
packing consists of placing graded material around the well bore in an Rvm^Mt 
space drilled or reamed for this purpose. Gravel packing has two disadvan-
tages: It is more expensive than natural development and it makes removal^of 
the fine material more difficult because it must move through the gravel pi«k» 
Gravel packing is seldom used in in situ uranium leaching wells; it may be>. 
beneficial in extremely fine sand deposits, but it is usually unnecessary.! 

The first step in development is a gentle washing of the screens with • 
simple jetting tool attached to the lower end of the drill string. ThiB I; 
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3(f-pressure o p e r a t i o n should not be confused with h i g h - p r e s s u r e j e t deve lop-
ait. A thorough washing of a 1 0 - f o o t - l o n g , 4 - inch -d iame te r sc reen w i l l take 
to 2 h o u r s . 

t • • 
¥ The next step is pumping to remove the drilling fluid and fine particles 
rom the borehole wall. Only after pumping brings up clear water should more 
Igorous development such as jetting, airlifting, or surging be attempted, 
[gorous development before pumping may force drilling fluid into the forma-
ton and make proper development impossible. 
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Developing with a high-pressure (200 to 300 psi) jet (7_, p. 307) or air-
Iftlng after pumping can provide more vigorous water movement and break up 
md grain bridges (2, p. 299) that may have formed on the screen. Jetting is 
fjfective, but must be used carefully to avoid breaking the screen if screens 
1th inner ribs are used. A rotating jetting device can catch on a rib and 
teak it. Either a jetting device with no projections should be used, or the 
itting device should not be rotated while jetting. Breakage would be less 
Ikely with a screen wrapped on a perforated pipe, but this type of screen 
jes not allow the jetting action to be so effective. The force of the water 
!t itself does not break the screen. A Bureau of Mines laboratory test 
owed that even the ribbed-type screen did not break with a water-jet pres-
ire of 675 psi. 

Airlifting consists of injecting air fast enough into the bottom of the 
ill through a small pipe so water is lifted out of the well. The resulting 
ibulence in the well bottom breaks up the sand bridges. 

Mechanical surging {]_, p. 299) consists of operating a plunger up and 
ivn in the casing. The resulting in-and-out flow is very effective at 
•eaking sand bridges; however, surging is seldom needed. If it is used, it 
*uld be used with care. In large amounts of clay, the clay can stick to the 
^een and clog it. The screen can be broken if surging is done too vigor-
58ly, especially if it is partially clogged. 

The use of chemicals can aid in development; for example, a small amount 
flocculating agent appears to help remove guar gum based drilling fluids 
•om the borehole wall and to help drop clay in the mud pit. IEC obtained 
<d results adding 2 oz of Cyfloc-326, a flocculating agent available from 
'CO Services Div., Halliburton Co., to the circulating fluid during develop-
t̂ of 7-3/8-inch-diameter, 250-foot-deep wells that had been drilled with 
'̂ert. Flushing with a combination of hydrofluoric and hydrochloric acid has 
•en used successfully in oil wells (6̂ ), and it has been suggested for improv-
'•% injection wells for in situ leaching. The combination may be more effec-
'̂'e than the presently used hydrochloric acid flushing. 
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SUMMARY 

From the preceding sections, it has been shown that there are many f 
tors that should be considered if good injection wells are to be made, y-
tors that tend to be overlooked but that can have a great effect on the weli 
include: 

1. The type of screen and slot size. .' ' 
~r 

2. The quality of the cementing basket. ,". 
•3^ 

3. The type of drilling fluid. . " "" 

4. The method and thoroughness of development. " ;'• 

Neglecting any of these factors can lead to wells with too much fluid resist
ance to serve their intended purpose, ^ 

--,,v-
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WELL CONSTRUCTION INFORMATION FOR IN SITU 
URANIUM LEACHING 

by 

Doryi Ri Tweeton 1 and Kevin Contior^ 

ABSTRACT 

This Bureau of Mines publication describes present practices df making 
injection wells for in situ uranium leaching.. Casings, screens, drilling 
fluids, coring, logging, cementing, and developing are discussed with the 
objective of aiding those who are starting an in situ leaching operation. 
Improper choices of materials or techniques can result in wells that are 
either useless or wells that have an tmdesirably high resistance to injection. 
Important factors include careful selection of screen slot size, use of logs 
for choosing the cementing basket depth, proper cementing techniques, and 
careful choice, use, and flushing of drilling fluids. The Information was 
obtained through observation of well construction and through discussion with 
in situ leaching companies, drillers, and suppliers,. 

IHTRODUCTION 

In situ leaching consists of injecting chemicals (lixiviant) into an ore 
body, dissolving the desired mineral, and pumiplng the lixiviant and dissolved 
minerals out o£ the ore body. Usually separate wells are used for injecting 
and recovering the lixiviant. In situ leaching has the following advantages 
over conventional mining: smaller capital cost for small or deep deposits, 
shorter lead time before production, minimuni surface pollution, lower labor 
costs, and Improved safety for workers. It thus can make feasible the recov
ery of ura.niiim from deposits that are too small or too low-grade to profitably 
recover by conventional mining. 

Despite the potential benefits, in situ leaching contributes only a small 
fraction of our national uranium production. Therefore^ the Federal Btireau of 
Mines is conducting research to improve technology with the anticipation that 
in situ leaching will contribute more to the Hatlon's uranium production and 
reserves. 

'̂Research physicist. " ' 
^Mining engineer. 
Both authors are with the Twin Cities Mining Research Center, Bureau of Mines, 
Twin Cities., Minn. 



Research at the Twin Cities (Mirin..) Mining Research Center began In 1975, 
in cooperation with a private company at an experiinental test site in Wyoming. 
The study demonstrated the importance of properly constructing injection wells. 
The first set of wells had a high resistance to injection despite several 
attempts at acid flushing. So little lixiviant could be circulated that the 
leaching test was not a reliable basis for planning commercial operation; 
therefore, the test was repeated the following year with better wells, Dis
cussion with other leaching companies showed that well clogging was a common 
problem, and that the degree of clogging was strongly influenced by well con
struction techniques. Without, good injection wells, not enough lixiviant con
tacts the ore to provide good uranium recovery. 

There is little public literature on injection wells for In situ uranium 
leaching.. However, some literature on other types of wells was found to be 
useful. Reference {7)^ discusses planning and constructing water wells, 
ground water movement and chemical characteristics, testing well's., screen 
selectioOj drilling and developing wells, and pumps. However, techniques that 
are suitable for water production wells are not necessarily suitable for 
injection wellis. Lixiviants are far more corrosive than ordinary water. Also, 
wells usually have more fluid resistance to injection than to recovery. 

Brown and Silvey (2̂ ) described some o,f the causes and cures for clogging 
in certain recharge wells. They concluded that clogging was largely caused by 
dispersion of interstitial clay, and that suitable clay stabilizers such as 
calcium chloride could minimize clogging during inj'ection. White, Baptist, 
and Land {9) also concluded that clay dispersion, not clay swelltng, was the 
dominant factor in reducing the water permeability of certain cores. 

The laick of public literature on wells for .leachinjg makes it difficult 
for companies that are just beginning in situ uranium leaching to avoid repeat
ing mistakes made by others, so the Bureau prepared this circular describing 
current practices. A future report will describe investigations into improved 
methods . An overview of Bureau research on this and relajted topics is given 
by Olson, Larson, and Tweeton (4). 

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 

Much of the information relating specifically to in situ leaching wells 
was obtained in discu,ssions with Intercontinental Energy Corp. (IEC), Denver, 
Colo.,, and Tep-Cor, Inc., Alice, Tex., as a result ofa cooperative agreement 
betweeri IEC and the Bureau of Mines-

WELL DESIGN 

Iniportant considerations in the design of the well include the type and 
diameter of the casing and the type and slot size of the screen. 

^Underlined numbers in parentheses refer to items in the list of references at 
the end of this report. 



Casing 

Although some companies use 5- or 6-inch-diameter" casing to allow a 
larger pump to be installed,, the most common casing diameter is 4 Inches, 
which allows 4^inch screens to be used and provides adequate screen area for 
fluid flow. This diameter allows small submergible pumps to be used. The 
option of installing a pump In an injection well is useful during well devel
opmerit and duririg postleach restoration of the water quality, even though the 
ptrnip is not left in the well during leaching. This option also permits later 
conversion of an injection well to a recovery well. 

. The most coiMnon casing material is polyvinyl chloride (PVC) plastic which 
has replaced stainless steel because PVC is much cheaper. A disadvantage of 
installing PVC during Wyoming winters is that the glue does not set properly 
when colder than 4° C (40° F ) . 

An alternative which makes glue utinecessary is Yelomine* PVC pipe manu
factured by Certain-Teed Products Corp., St. Louis, .Mo, It uses a patented 
connector in which a nylon strap is slipped around the joint in a special 
groove to hold the coupling secure. An O-ring inside the coupling prevents 
leaking. Yelomine is slightly more expensive than standard PVC, but it is 
claimed to be stronger, Wells deeper than 500 feet are sometimes cased with 
fiberglass which is stronger than PTC.. 

V-shaped slots 

FIGURE li - Tapered screen slots minimize plugging from 

sand g If a ins. 

Screens 

Just as for casings, 
plastic screens have 
replaced stainless steel 
because of its cheaper cost. 
There are several manufac
turers of plastic well 
screen each claiming advan
tages , All of the screens 
have tapered slots with the 
narrowest part of the slot 
to the outside which mini
mizes plugging with sand 
grains Cfig . 1 ) . A grain 
small enough to enter the 

*Reference to specific equip
ment (or trade names or 
manufacturers) is made 
for identification only 
and does not imply 
endorsement by the Bureau 
of Mines. 
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narrowest part of the slot is unlikely to be trapped in the wider parts of the 
slot. If the slot is not tapered, grains are more likely to be trapped part 
way through. The type of screen having the greatest open area is wound over 
thin plastic ribs, and it is sold by Johnson Div., Universal Oil Products, 
St. Paul, Minn. A different design, which gives less open area but more 
strength, is wound over a plastic pipe containing closely spaced holes and it 
is available from Well Supply, Inc., and Wesco, Inc., both of Houston, Tex. 

The slot size should be chosen carefully to allow optimum well develop
ment. Too small an opening will not allow enough of the fine material frora 
near the well to be flushed through the screen and pumped out. Too large an 
opening will allow material from the formation to continue to flow through the 
screen. A common recommendation is to choose a slot size that allows 60 
wt-pct of the material to pass through. This slot size is usually from 0.008 
to 0.025 inch (0.20 to 0.63 mm). Thus, cores must be taken for grain-size 
analysis (7̂ , p. 179) before selecting the slot size. 

An alternative to conventional screens is to case and cement the well to 
the bottom of the deposit, then use a water-jet device developed by the Bureau 
of Mines to perforate the casing and cement. This method has the advantage 
that the perforation pattern can be tailored exactly to the deposit. The per
forator, described in a Bureau publication by G. A. Savanick (_5), uses a 
10,000-psi water jet to make small holes through the casing and cement that 
are small enough to provide sand control. 

Another alternative is to case and cement to the bottom of the deposit, 
then remove the casing and cement by underreaming at the desired depths. If 
the formation is sufficiently consolidated, no screen is necessary. If the 
formation is poorly consolidated, a telescoping screen of smaller diameter 
than the casing is slid into position after underreaming. 

DRILLING 

Of the several methods of drilling, the most common is hydraulic rotary 
drilling where the drilling fluid is liquid. Foam and air drilling have also 
been used successfully. 

Foam and air drilling are similar in many ways to hydraulic rotary drill
ing, except the drilling fluid that carries the cuttings up is foam or air 
instead of liquid. Since hydraulic rotary drilling is much more common, this 
circular will enqihasize drilling with liquids. 

Hydraulic Rotary Drilling 

Hydraulic rotary drilling is well-known and described in reference (7_f 
p. 47). The choice, use, and flushing of drilling fluid is very important. 
Any drilling fluid that is not removed during development will be forced into 
the formation during injection and hence it will contribute to clogging. 
Drilling fluids made from bentonite are especially prone to cause clogging 
because bentonite is hard to remove and swells. 



Drilling fluids made from guar gum are less likely to cause clogging than 
bentonite, and they are often used in drilling Injection wells. Examples of 
such fluids are Revert (8̂ ), sold by Johnson Div. of Universal Oil Products and 
Loloss (3^), sold by Baroid Services Div., NL Industries, Inc. The advantage 
claimed is that guar gum drilling fluids can be broken down to a fluid having 
the viscosity of water by enzymes or chemicals after drilling is completed. 
However, there are conditions where guar gum fluids will gel and resist break
ing down. The literature describing Revert states that a combination of cer
tain chemical constituents in the water such as boron, copper, aluminum, and 
calcium, coupled with a pH over 8, can cause gelling. The same literature 
suggests methods for treating the water to avoid gelling. The amount of the 
chemical constituents that can be present at a given pH before gelling occurs 
has not been published. When using the fluids it is important to follow all 
the manufacturer's directions including the warnings of the effects of trace 
chemical constituents and Improper pH. This seemingly obvious advice is 
stated because the Bureau has encountered several Instances of clogging where 
failure to pretest the water and Insure its suitability may have been a con
tributing factor. In hot weather it may be advisable to preserve guar gum 
drilling fluids with formaldehyde to prevent them from breaking down before 
the drilling is completed. 

Newer fluids are being recommended by some manufacturers. For example, 
Baroid now recommends Drispac or Quik-trol rather than Loloss for drilling 
injection wells. Drispac is a polyanionlc cellulose polymer (3̂ ) which has 
been used successfully for drilling injection wells. Quik-trol is an organic 
polymer (3̂ ). Baroid Indicates that these two drilling fluids are more effec
tive than guar gum fluids at encapsulating clays and hence preventing the 
buildup of a fine clay suspension on the borehole wall. 

Baroid stresses the need to control the solids content of the fluid by 
removing clay particles during drilling. Equipment is available for this pur
pose, and some of it is small enough to be used during injection well drilling. 
The buildup of solids was a problem at the IEC site which was attributed to 
the portable mud pits being too small to allow adequate settling of the sus
pended particles. It would have been preferable to use larger pits, but this 
was prevented by extremely wet conditions. 

Drilling wells straight and vertical is important for several reasons. A 
crooked hole makes it difficult to lower the casing especially with a cement
ing basket. Casings have broken when excessive force was used. A crooked 
hole also makes it difficult to lower a submergible pump down the casing if 
the pump is long and its diameter is only slightly smaller than the casing. 
If the holes are not vertical, the well pattern at the ore depth will differ 
from the surface pattern. This may lead to poor distribution of the lixiviant. 

Using as small a downward thrust (pulldown) as practicable at the top of 
the drill string will help insure a straight hole. Applying part of the nec
essary force downhole with two drill collars worked well for Tep-Cor at the 
IEC site. Downward thrust applied at the top of the drill string tends to 
make the drill go crooked, but weight applied near the bottom of the string 
helps the drill go straight and vertical. Most companies do not try to drill 
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FIGURE 2. - Tailpipe with sediments 
accumulation. 

the full-diameter hole in one pass. 
Drilling a pilot hole a little more 
than half the final diameter requires 
less downward thrust and yields a 
stralghter hole. However, one company 
has found that using more drill col
lars and a high bit rpm allows 
straight holes up to 6-3/4-inch 
diameter to be drilled in one pass. 
The Bureau's experience suggests that, 
in an ordinary formation, a careful 
driller can avoid being more than 
about 6 feet out-of-vertical at a 
depth of 250 feet when using a pilot 
hole. 

The final diameter must be large 
enough to accommodate the casing with 
its couplings and cementing basket if 
used. This is considerably larger 
than the nominal inside diameter (ID) 
casing size. For example, a 4-lnch ID 
casing requires a borehole diameter of 
at least 6-3/4 inches. Tep-Cor pre
ferred 7-3/8-lnch-diameter boreholes 
to facilitate installing the casing. 
The outside diameter (OD) of the coup
lings is about 5 inches. There must 
be room for the cement to flow up the 
annulus between the casing and the 
formation to allow a good seal. 

The hole must be drilled deeper than the screen bottom to allow for some 
material sloughing to the bottom of the hole and for a tailpipe to extend 
below the screen. The tailpipe is a piece of casing, usually 5 to 10 feet 
long, attached to the bottom of the screen and capped at the bottom end. This 
allows material to settle in the tailpipe without blocking the screen as shown 
in figure 2. Placing about a foot of plaster of paris in the cap helps pre
vent drilling through it. 

Foam and Air Drilling 

Foam or air drilling offers the promise of minimizing the low-
perraeablllty skin on the borehole wall. However, it provides less support for 
the borehole wall and hence increases the risk of collapse. 

Air drilling was used successfully in a Wyoming operation. The wells 
were drilled to a competent layer above the uranltrai-bearing zone using a guar 
gum based drilling fluid. A 6-inch-dlameter casing was Installed and cemented. 
Then a hole for a 4-inch-diameter screen was drilled through the uranium-
bearing zone using compressed air as the drilling fluid. The hole was full of 



water, and the air and water made a froth that carried up the cuttings. A 
4-inch-diameter screen was slid down the 6-lnch casing to the desired depth. 
The screen was capped at the bottom and had a packer at the top to seal the 
space between the screen and casing. 

This method produced wells having a low resistance to injection. Those 
who try this method should keep in mind that a poorly consolidated formation 
may collapse before the screen can be installed. Various manufacturers offer 
foam drilling fluids that provide better wall support than air and water. 

CORING 

Coring poorly consolidated deposits is difficult. Part of the core may 
be washed out of the barrel during drilling. Also, the core may stick in the 
barrel so hard that forcing it out breaks it up. Double-tube core barrels 
(_1, p. 181) prevent the drilling fluid from flowing over the core in the bar
rel and hence help keep the core from washing out. Split-tube core barrels 
have an inner tube that is in two parts allowing the core to be lifted out 
when the tube is open and thus eliminating the need to force the core out the 
the end of the barrel. 

Excellent core recovery was obtained by Tep-Cor Drilling Co. at the IEC 
site with a simple so lid-core barrel. The drilling fluid was Revert at a 
Marsh viscosity (7̂ , p. 222; 3) of 50 sec. This is slightly thicker than the 
40-sec Marsh viscosity used during drilling, but it is near the viscosity 
range recommended for Revert (8̂ , p. 4). Core drilling was done slowly to 
avoid forcing the core tightly into the barrel. Coring 10 feet took 1 to 2 
hours. Essentially no pulldown force was applied, so the force on the NX-size 
bit was from the weight of two drill collars, each weighing 300 to 400 pounds, 
and 250 feet of drill string. To minimize core washout, the mud pump was 
slowed until it was just adequate to bring up the cuttings. Most of the 10-
foot core sections could be pushed out of the barrel with a rod. If more 
force was needed, the mud pump was connected to the barrel and the core was 
pumped out. This step had to be done carefully because once the core started 
to move, it moved easily. If excessive pressure was used, the core could be 
ejected so rapidly that it went over the core table and fell on the ground. 

For those who are new to coring. Acker (1̂ ) is a useful reference. Most 
types of coring and related drilling are discussed, and previous experience is 
not assumed. 

LOGGING 

Well logging is performed on the uncased hole. Three logs aid in decid
ing the exact depth to .set the screen and cementing basket. These logs are 
natural gamma, resistivity or resistance, and caliper. 

The natural gamma log helps in deciding where the highest uranium grade 
is and hence where to set the screen as shown in figure 3. Uranium decay 
products emit gamma rays and, if the uranium has not moved away from its decay 
products, the areas of highest natural gamma rays correspond to the areas of 
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FIGURE 3. - Gamma log-well profile comparison. 

highest uranium content. The gamma log is referred to as a "natural" log to 
distinguish it from Induced gamma logs, where a radioactive source is in the 
probe and gamma rays from the artificially produced nuclides are measured. 

A resistance or a resistivity log is used in deciding where to set the 
cementing basket, which must be set in a competent zone of shale or other well 
consolidated material to prevent seepage into the screened zone. A resistiv
ity log measures the resistivity of the formation between the ends of the 
probe. A resistance log, which is more common, measures the resistance from a 
point on the surface to the downhole probe. These logs can help Indicate the 
proper place for the basket because the resistivity of fine-grained material 
such as shale and clay is lower than that of coarser grained material such as 
sand. 

The caliper log indicates the diameter of the hole, and it also indicates 
if sloughing has occurred. The caliper has spring loaded fingers that are 
extended once the tool has been lowered to the bottom of the hole (fig. 4). 
The caliper is then brought up the hole constantly measuring the hole diameter. 
The cementing basket must not be placed in a zone that has sloughed. 



Well bore wall 
FIGURE 4. - Caliper logging probe. 

INSTALLING CASING 
AND SCREEN 

After logging is com
pleted, the casing and 
screen are installed. The 
first step is to measure and 
cut the casing so that the 
screen and cementing basket 
will be at the chosen 
depths. The tailpipe is 
then capped and attached to 
the bottom of the screen. 
Small holes should be 
drilled in the casing just 
below the cementing basket 
plug to allow air to escape 
as the assembly is lowered 

FIGURE 5'. • Casing operation using PVC pipe. 
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into the water. "Weep holes" 
of 1-lnch diameter are 
drilled above the plug. 

The hoist on the drill 
rig holds the screen and 
casing as they are lowered 
into the hole and connected 
as shown in figure 5. If 
glued casing connections are 
used, screws are also put 
through the couplings for 
extra strength. 

A centralizer (fig. 6) 
is slipped over one or more 
of the casing sections to 
keep the casing centered in 
the hole permitting the 
cement to seal all sides. 
The centralizers as pur
chased have six staves 
(sidebars). Atthe IEC site, 
alternate staves were 
removed, because the staves 
were quite stiff and a large 
amount of force was required 
to push them down the hole 
with all six staves attached. 

One should be careful 
not to overshoot the depth 
when lowering the casing. 
The basket may be ruined if 
the casing is pulled up more 
than the distance, about 2 
feet, that the basket can 
slide on its section of 
casing. 

FIGURE 6, - Centralizer. 
The casing and screen 

should be Installed as soon as possible after drilling and logging are com
pleted. If installation is delayed, the risk of clay swelling and sloughing 
are Increased. In one Instance, a caliper log showed that clay swelling 
reduced the diameter of a 6-3/4-inch hole at one point to 5-1/2 Inches. 
Instead of reaming out that point, the driller forced the casing down the 
hole. The cementing basket stuck at the narrow point, and so much thrust was 
applied to force the casing down that it broke below ground. The casing could 
not be retrieved, and the well was lost (fig. 7). 
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FIGURE 7, - Wedging of the cementing bas

ket caused by clay swe l l i ng . 
FIGURE 8. - Screen misplacement caused 

by sloughing of well bore 
wall. 

If a large amount of sloughing occurs, so much mater ia l can drop into the 
bottom of the hole that the t a i l p ipe and hence the screen cannot be lowered to 
the desired depth as shown in figure 8. If sloughing occurs a t the basket 
depth, the cement can flow around the basket. 

CEMENTING 

Proper cementing between the casing and the formation is vital. If this 
space is not sealed, ground water and leaching solution can move from one 
aquifer to another along the outside of the casing as shown in figure 9. This 
results in a loss or dilution of leaching solution and possible escape of pol
lutants. Portland type 1 cement is often used, with about 6 or 7 gallons of 
water per 94-pound sack of cement. Some companies have used up to 14 gallons 
of water per sack. However, cement tends not to stay in.suspension with more 
than 10 gallons of water per sack. Also, shrinkage Increases as water content 
increases. To reduce shrinkage and help Insure a good seal, 1 to 4 pounds of 
bentonite per sack of cement can be added. 
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FIGURE 9, - Control of fluid injection direction through cementation. 

The method of placing the wet cement slurry is important. If it were 
merely poured along side the casing, adequate sealing would be unlikely. The 
cement would bridge the gap above spots where the casing was close to the 
formation. 

The Texas Water Quality Board-requires the casing method of cementing 
(2, p. 242). In the variation of this method used for in situ leaching wells, 
a cementing basket (fig- 10) is attached to the casing above the screen before 
the casing is lowered into the well. The basket comes on a short section of 
casing that contains plaster of paris and a plywood plug. The cementing 
basket is attached so that it will be at a shale or other competent layer • 
above the ore. Holes of about 1-inch diameter called weep holes are drilled 
either in the casing attached to the basket or near the bottom of the next 
higher casing (fig. 11) • 
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FIGURE 10, - Cementing basket. 

Plywood disc 

FIGURE 11, - Cementing basket and plaster 
of paris plug prefabricated 
unit. 

After the casing has been lowered into position, the wet cement slurry is 
pumped down the inside of the casing and flows out the weep holes above the 
cementing basket. The cementing basket prevents the cement from flowing down 
over the screen, and it forces the cement to flow up the annulus between the 
-asing and the borehole wall as shown in figure 12. After a volume of cement 
uf ficient to fill the annulus has been Injected, water is piomped into the 

. .^ n _ , l l _ l _ _ _ - l l .._ e . _ l A. ^ . . _ ^ . - 1 M M-i t - . . 1 
S U J . J .1 .U J L C l l l . I -U J L i . i . J . U l l C c t l U l U l . U O l i d o U C C l l J . l l J C U U C : u , W d l - C l . X S p L U I l ^ C U U t l l - U U l t c 

casing to force or "chase" raost of the cement out of the casing, through the 
weep holes and up into the annulus. Volumes are chosen so that sorae ceraent is 
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FIGURE 12. - Cementing operotion. 

left in the casing as shown in figure 13. After the cement has set, the 
excessive cement and the plug in the cementing basket section are drilled out. 
The well is then ready for development. 

Incomplete sealing may result if much sloughing occurs above the cement
ing basket. Ordinarily, a small amount of sloughing at one point will not 
seriously impair the sealing, since the cement will Isolate this spot. How
ever, if substantial sloughing occurs, the seal may be poor over enough dis-' 
tance that some aquifer mixing may be possible. For this reason, it is 
desirable to minimize the time between lowering the casing and cementing. 
Letting the casing stand overnight in the hole without being cemented should 
be avoided whenever possible. 
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FIGURE 13. - Chasing the cement. 
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FIGURE 14, - Cementing basket placement. 

.ever, raost companies appear to favor the casing 

If the cementing basket 
is not making good contact 
with a competent shale or 
other layer, the cement may 
be able to pass the basket 
and cover the screen. This 
can happen if there is 
sloughing at the basket, as 
in figure 14, or if the 
fingers of the basket are 
bent in during the setting 
of the casing and do not 
spring out again. There are 
cementing baskets with 
fingers that will not spring 
back after being pressed 
against the casing; these 
should be avoided. 

An alternative to the 
casing method of cementing 
is to force the cement 
through a small pipe outside 
of the casing (7_, p. 240), 
if there is sufficient 
space between the casing and 
the borehole wall. How-

method . 

DEVELOPING 

Well developing is defined as "those steps in completing a water well 
that aim to remove the finer material from the aquifer, thereby cleaning out, 
opening up, or enlarging passages in the formation so that water can enter the 
well more freely" (7̂ , p. 295). Proper well development is essential for both 
Injection and recovery wells, but it may be impossible if the wrong drilling 
fluid is used, if the drilling fluid is used incorrectly, or if the screen 
slot size is incorrect. 

Wells can be developed either by gravel packing or by natural develop
ment. Natural as used here only denotes the absence of gravel packing; it 
does not mean avoiding forcing water into and out of the formation. Gravel 
packing consists of placing graded material around the well bore in an annular 
space drilled or reamed for this purpose. Gravel packing has two disadvan
tages: It is more expensive than natural development and it makes removal of 
the fine material more difficult because it must move through the gravel pack. 
Gravel packing is seldom used in in situ uranium leaching wells; it may be 
beneficial in extremely fine sand deposits, but it is usually unnecessary. 

The first step in development is a gentle washing of the screens with a 
simple jetting tool attached to the lower end of the drill string. This 
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low-pressure operation should not be confused with high-pressure jet develop
ment. A thorough washing of a 10-foot-long, 4-lnch-dlameter screen will take 
1 to 2 hours. 

The next step is pumping to remove the drilling fluid and fine particles 
from the borehole wall. Only after pumping brings up clear water should more 
vigorous development such as jetting, airlifting, or surging be attempted. 
Vigorous development before pumping may force drilling fluid into the forma
tion and make proper development impossible. 

Developing with a high-pressure (200 to 300 psi) jet (7̂ , p. 307) or air
lifting after pumping can provide more vigorous water movement and break up 
sand grain bridges (7̂ , p. 299) that may have formed on the screen. Jetting is 
effective, but must be used carefully to avoid breaking the screen if screens 
with inner ribs are used. A rotating jetting device can catch on a rib and 
break it. Either a jetting device with no projections should be used, or the 
jetting device should not be rotated while jetting. Breakage would be less 
likely with a screen wrapped on a perforated pipe, but this type of screen 
does not allow the jetting action to be so effective. The force of the water 
jet Itself does not break the screen. A Bureau of Mines laboratory test 
showed that even the ribbed-type screen did not break with a water-jet pres
sure of 675 psi. 

Airlifting consists of injecting air fast enough into the bottom of the 
well through a small pipe so water is lifted out of the well. The resulting 
turbulence in the well bottom breaks up the sand bridges. 

Mechanical surging (2, p. 299) consists of operating a plunger up and 
down in the casing. The resulting in-and-out flow is very effective at 
breaking sand bridges; however, surging is seldom needed. If it is used, it 
should be used with care. In large amounts of clay, the clay can stick to the 
screen and clog it. The screen can be broken if surging is done too vigor
ously, especially if it is partially clogged. 

The use of chemicals can aid in development; for example, a small amount 
of flocculating agent appears to help remove guar gum based drilling fluids 
from the borehole wall and to help drop clay in the mud pit. IEC obtained 
good results adding 2 oz of Cyfloc-326, a flocculating agent available from 
IMCO Services Div., Halliburton Co., to the circulating fluid during develop
ment of 7-3/8-lnch-diameter, 250-foot-deep wells that had been drilled with 
Revert. Flushing with a combination of hydrofluoric and hydrochloric acid has 
been used successfully in oil wells (6̂ ), and it has been suggested for improv
ing injection wells for in situ leaching. The combination may be more effec
tive than the presently used hydrochloric acid flushing. 
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SUMMARY 

From the preceding sections, it has been shown that there are many fac
tors that should be considered if good injection wells are to be made. Fac
tors that tend to be overlooked but that can have a great effect on the well 
include; 

1. The type of screen and slot size. 

2. The quality of the cementing basket. 

3. The type of drilling fluid. 

4. The method and thoroughness of development. 

Neglecting any of these factors can lead to wells with too much fluid resist
ance to serve their intended purpose. 
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Wave attenuation in partially saturated rocks 

Gerald M. Mavko* and Amos Nur* 
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A model is presented to describe the attenuation ofseismic waves in rocks witli partially liquid-saturated flat 
cracks or pores. The presence of at least a small fraction of a free gaseous phase permits the fluid to flow freely 
when Ihe pore is compressed under wave excitation. The resulting attenuation is much higher than with com
plete saturation as treated by Biot. In general, the attenuation increases with increasing liquid concentration, 
but is much more sensitive lo the aspect ratios of the pores and the liquid droplets occupying the pores, with 
flatter pores resulting in higher attenuation. Details of pore shape other than aspect ratio appear to have little 
effect on the general behavior provided the crack width is slowly varying over the length of the liquid drop. 

INTRODUCTION 

The velocity and attenuation of seismic waves in 
crustal materials are strongly dependent upon pore 
fluid content and Ihe details of pore geometry. The 
degree of wave interaction with fluids is in general 
determined by the shape, and hence compliance, of 
the pores within the solid matrix of mineral grains. 
Rocks with flatter pores are more sensitive to the 
details of the fluid and its ability to support or transmit 
compressional and shear loads; rounder, more rigid 
pores are less sensitive' to the presence of fluids. In 
the low frequency limit, pore fluids influence the 
system through their density, compressibility, and 
distinct lack of rigidity; at higher frequencies, viscous 
and inertial interactions arc introduced. 

This dependence of velocity and attenuation on 
pore geometry and fluid properties can, in principle, 
serve as a diagnostic of material structure both in 
situ and in the laboratoiy, Nur (1971) and Solomon 
(1972), using equations from Walsh (1969), made 
estimates of upper mantle partial melt configuration 
from the velocities of teleseismic compressional and 
shear waves. Related experimental work on the 
dependence of velocity on partial melt was reported 
by Anderson and Spetzler (1970). Nur (1973) inter
preted observed temporal velocity anomalies as 
diagnostic of dilatant strain and varying pore water 
saturation in the crust prior to certain earthquakes. 

In exploration geophysics, a substantial effort has 
been made to develop more detailed theoretical and 
experimental correlations between longitudinal wave 

velocities, rock type, and fluid content in the shallow 
crust. The goal in oil and gas exploration is to be able 
to distinguish reliably between gas, oil, and water in 
situ, as well as to infer their relative concentrations, 
rock type, porosity, and permeability. Similar prob
lems in geothennal exploration concern as.sessing 
water and steam conteni, as well as penneability 
and state of fracture. 

Work by Domenico (1974), Kuster and Toksoz 
(1974a, b), and Elliott and Wiley (1975) indicates 
that the velocity of a I iquid-satu rated rock can differ 
substantially from that in the same rock with a partial 
saturation of a free gaseous phase. The two rocks in 
contact can account for a large reflection coefficient 
and an observed "bright spot". However, the de
pendence of velocity on the amount of gas saturation 
is very weak over the range 10 to 90 percenl. The 
contrast in velocity is an indicator of gas, but a poor 
quantitative measure of economic value. 

In this paper we present a model of one particular 
mechanism for wave attenuation in partially saturated 
liquid-gas systems. The model predicts that for certain 
rocks with at least a small concentration of very flat 
pores, even a small amount of water can dramatically 
enhance the dissipation of energy of compressional 
waves. Furthermore, the level of attenuation is 
directly dependent on the actual concentrations of 
liquid and gas, as well as on the fluid viscosity and 
pore shape. This can, in principle, serve as an In
dependent data point on the state of saturation of 
porous rocks. 

Paper presented at the 46th Annual International SEG Meeting, Oetober 27, 1976 in Houston, Texas. Manuscript received 
by the Editor Sepicinber 12, 1977; revised manuscript received June 26, 1978. 
*Rock Physics Project, Dcpartmenr of Geophysics. Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305. 
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FIG. I. Schematic view of partially saturated, two-dimensional pore. Thickness of pore perpendicular to the 
page is equal to d, an approximation of the third dimension. 

In the first section that follows, we will discuss 
some general considerations of fluid attenuation and 
introduce our model of partial saturation. In the 
second section, mathematical formulas are derived 
for calculating attenuation of waves. The remainder 
of the paper gives a discussion of the model results 
including simplified expressions for attenuation for 
specific pore geometries, limiting expressions at 
high and low frequencies, the ratio of attenuation 
for P- and 5-waves, and comparison with other 
models of fluid attenuation. 

FLUID ATTENUATION 

The primary source of fluid attenuation in porous 
media (ignoring nonmechanical effects) is relative 
motion between the solid and liquid. Such motion 
results in shearing stresses in the fluid and, con
sequently, viscous dissipation of mechanical energy. 
In our model of attenuation, we examine the details 
of flow and energy dissipation on the scale of the 
individual pores. We approximate the rock as a 
macroscopically isotropic ela.stic solid containing a 
distribution of partially saturated cracks or pores of 
the type shown schematically in Figure 1. We as
sume Ihat Ihe liquid is segregated into one or more 
discrete "drops" within each pore that flow as the 
pore is deformed. For mathematical convenience, 
Ihe separate pores are treated as two-dimensional 
cracks in plane strain with width d (into the page) 
equal to some function of the half-length c. Further
more, the separate pores are assumed not to interact, 
and only flat cracks with aspect ratio 0!(. < 0.1 are 
considered (where â . = Ualc and Oo 's 'he maximum 
pore half-width in the plane of the page). Rigorously, 
this might limit our applications to low porosity ig
neous rocks. However, conceptually, the notions of 
dissipative flow that we will develop are quite appli
cable to more clo.sely spaced, equidimensional pores. 
We will also find that flat pores give a much larger 

effect than the same volume of equant pores. 
Ourtreamieniof the details of flow in the individual 

pores will be reminiscent of Biot's (1956a, b) for the 
general porous solid except for the emphasis here 
on undersaturation. In this study, details of pore 
geometry will be retained, and both high and low 
frequencies are addressed. 

MATHEMATICAL DERIVATION: NORMAL 
COMPONENT OF EXCITATION 

Both P- and 5'-waves passing through our material 
exert oscillatory stresses'which can be resolved into 
normal and' shear components in the plane of each 
pore. In this .section we find the attenuation resulting 
from the normal component of excitation on the 
individual pore; a later section treats the shear com
ponent. For a given wave and distribution of crack 
orientations, the total attenuation can then be found 
from a summation of both components over all pores. 
We will find, in fact, that the shear component of 
dissipation resulting from either compressional or 
shear waves gives a negligible contribution for most 
cases of interest involving water. 

Seismic attenuation is estimated for a given fluid 
geometry by solving for the specific di.ssipalion func
tion 2 ~ ' of the fluid-elastic composite, given by 

^ ITTW 

where $ is the energy dissipated in the fluid phase 
during one cycle of sinusoidal oscillation and W is 
the peak energy stored during the same cycle. The 
spatial attenuation function can then be found from 

' 2 C p Q ' 

where a^. is the attenuation coefficient for p|ane wave 
amplitude decay with propagation and C,. is the com
pressional phase velocity at frequency to. Tlie method 



of solution will be to solve for the fluid flow field in 
each single partially filled pore resulting from a pre
scribed oscillation of the pore walls. The elastic 
energy of the rock surrounding the pore will then be 
obtained for the same oscillation. 

For Ihis study, pore geometries are limited to long 
narrow two-dimensional cracks as shown in Figure I. 
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4. 

LIST OF SYMBOLS 

a(.x), a = Pore half-width 
Oo = Maximum pore half-width 

A(x) — Fluid volume as a function of'po
sition in pore 

c = Pore half-length 
Cp = Compressional wave phase ve

locity 
d = Pore dimension in third dimension 
D = Drop length 
£ = Young's modulus 
/ = Frequency 

Kf — Fluid bulk modulus 
M = Modulus of rock 
P = Fluid pressure 

2 " ' = Specific dissipation function 
5(.v) = Pore wall displacement as a func

tion of position 
It = Fluid velocity 

U = Surface displacement of rock 
sample 

V = Volume of rock sample 
V = Volume of drop 

Vp= Speed of sound in liquid 
W, Wfl, W^ — Elastic strain energy 

ttc = Aspect ratio of pore 
Uf = Aspect ratio of drop 
a J. = Spatial attenuation function 
/3 = Fractional volume of liquid in rock 
S = Maximum pore wall displacement 
e = Pore strain 
7j = Viscosity 
\ = Lame's coefficient for rock ma

terial 
/x = Shear modulus for rock material 
V = Kinematic viscosity 
f = Poisson's ratio 
p = Fluid density 
cr = Applied stress 
2 = External surface of rock sample 
T = Viscous shear stress 

0 = Energy dissipated during one cycle 
lfl = Porosity 
0) = Frequency 

FIG. 2. Liquid drop subject to oscillations of pore 
walls. 

Surface tension is neglected except for Ihe assumption 
that, during seismic oscillation, each fluid drop re
mains intact rather than breaking up into smaller 
drops or losing contact with one or both of the pore 
walls. In our analysis we find that the induced 
gradients of pressure within each drop are important 
in determining dissipation, while the absolute 
pressure is not. Since the effect of surface tension 
is to superimpose an increment of essentially uni
form pressure within the drop, we ignore only a 
slight perturbation in the estimation of W. A much 
more important effect which we consider later is the 
effect of surface tension on the distribution of liquid 
throughout the rock. Because the pores are under-
saturated, the flow is incompressible for most fre
quencies and geometries of interest (see Appendix 
A). (An extension to compressible flow at very high 
frequencies is discussed in the next section and in 
Appendix B.) Furthemiore, by assuming that the 
crack half-width a(x) is a slowly varying function 
of X, the flow is essentially one-dimensional for 
small oscillations of the pore walls about the static 
position. Hence, the approximate equation of motion 
governing the fluid flow reduces to 

du 
dx 

d h i 
rz + v ^ i (1) 

where u is the .v-component of veliKity, p is the 
density, 17 is the viscosity, and P is the pressure of Ihe 
fluid. [A discussion of the assumptions involved in 
obtaining the equation of motion (1) is given in 
Appendix A.] 

The boundary conditions for the fluid are stated in 
tenns of pore wall displacements (Figure 2). (The 
analysis is not limited to drops at crack tips. For 
drops away from the tips, the figure can be thought 
of as showing half the drop.) For very small .strains, 
Ihc pore half-width <J(,v,/) is as.sunied to oscillate 
about the static shape a(.v) as 

ci{x,t) = a{.x)[\ + e e ' " ' ] , (2) 
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where e '^ 1. The pore strain is given by € = S/oo 
where 8 is the maximum pore wall displacement. 
Although the motion in (2) is in the y-direction, the 
y-component of fluid velocity is neglected in the one-
dimensional approximation. However, the oscillation 
in (2) results in a volumetric oscillation which causes 
a pressure gradient and a lateral displacement or flow 
of the fluid. 

At any .station x, with local pressure gradient 
dP/dx, the solution of equation (1) for (approxi
mately) parallel-plate flow is given by 

1 
(/ (x, y) = r - ^ ^ - . — 

dx t a p 

cosh 
( # ' • ) 

cosh (V?"«) J 
(3) 

where v = -r]/p. The weak jr-dependence is contained 
in P(x) and a(.v). The explicit time dependence is 
dropped here and in the remaining derivation since 
all quantities vary as e'"". Since the flow is incom
pressible, the net flow at x must be equal to the rate of 
change of volume A(.x) of Ihe portion of the pore to 
the right of .V. Hence, 

/ : 
i i (x ,y )dy= -A{x) , (4) 

and from (3) and (4) we can solve for the pressure 
gradient 

dx 

I cop 

tanh 

where (5) 

A{.x) 
Jo 

-T-ciix,i)dx. 
dt 

By combining (3) and (5), the flow field is obtained, 

-AU) 
"U,y) 2a{x) 

(6) 

cosh 
1 - • 

cosh 

1 - tanh 
10) 

IW 

The energy dissipation <t> for the entire pore during 
one cycle is found by solving for the shear stress 
T = T}(du/ dy), and integrating the energy dissipation 
density over Ihe period and the volume of fluid, 

^ T • T*dtdv 
iv JT 2T) 

_ 3 n r , d f ° AA* ^ , . , 

2 w Jo a 'U) 
(7) 

where * means complex conjugate, z = a(.v)(a>/2i')"^ 
and R(z) is given in Appendix B. 

To find the peak mechanical energy stored in the 
rock-fluid system we consider a unifomi oscillator>' 
stress cr = a-(,e" applied to a sample of the 
material and the resulting surface displacement 
U = (y„e"°"+*'. If the difference in phase between 
displacement and stress is small (i.e., 0 — <j) ~ 
Q~' <? I), then the peak energy is approximately 

VV ̂ " 2 J J ^ " ^ 0 ^ ^ 

' A I!' Uds, 

where the integral is over the external suiface S of the 
sample and Re refers to the real part. To find Ihe 
product 

^ / / -
Uds, 

and hence the peak energy, we u.se the Betti-Rayleigh 
reciprocity theorem. Tlie theorem states that for a 
body acted upon .separately by two sets of tractions, 
the work done by the first set of tractions acting 
through the displacement produced by Ihe .second 
set of tractions is equal to the work done by the 
second set of tractions acting through the displace
ments produced by the first set of tractions. 

In the derivation that follows, we divide the rock 
into elements of volume, each containing a single 
pore. A unifomi traction is applied to the boundary 
of each volume corresponding to the stress from the 
propagating wave. For cracks oriented at some 
arbitrary angle with the direction of propagation, 
the applied traction can be resolved into normal and 
shear components of stress in the plane of the crack. 
The crack compression from the nomial component 
results in the fluid flow and attenuation derived 
above. The crack shearing from the shear component 
of stress results in the flow problem to be treated in a 
later section. (In most cases of interest, the shear 
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dissipation will be negligible.) To find the stored 
energy for the arbitrarily oriented crack, both com
ponents of stress must be considered. Jaeger and 
Cook (1969, p. 313) show in detail how this energy 
varies with orientation for the simple case of a dry' 
crack and how to sum over a random distribution of 
orientations. In our problem, the crack has a non
uniform internal fluid pressure distribution given by 
equation (5) which will modify the energy from the 
simple dry case. We will only solve in detail for the 
case of cracks oriented perpendicular to the principal 
stresses of excitation, in order to determine the first-
order fluid effects on propagation. However, in 
principle, variation with orientation can be found by 
repeating the derivation which follows, keeping care
ful note of the resolved components of stress, in a 
fashion analogous to Jaeger and Cook. We expect 
that this would result in only a sinall perturbation 
of our results. In a later section we do, however, 
estimate the P- and 5-wave attenuation for random 
crack orientations at low frequencies, for which the 
expressions for strain energy simplify. 

Walsh (1965a, b) di.scusses the difficulties and un
certainties associated wilh choosing the unifonn stress 
versus a uniform strain boundary condition, as well 
as the difference between the penny-shaped crack 
and a two-dimensional crack in plane strain or plain 
stress. He concludes, as we do, that the differences 
resulting from these various assumptions are negli
gible compared to the overall level of approximation 
in the analysis. 

To apply the reciprocity theorem, consider the 
two .sets of tractions shown in Figure 3. The system 
on the left is loaded by an externally applied stress 
corresponding to the peak stress of the .seismic wave. 
The pore wall displacement ^(.v) is due to both the 
external stress cr, tending to close the crack, and the 
instantaneous internal fluid pressure P(.'i) tending to 
keep the crack open. The system on the right has the 
same external stress cr* applied to both the extemal 
and internal surfaces. In this case, the system be
haves like a solid elastic block without the cavity or 
fluid. Applying the reciprocity theorem, we can write 

• I 2d Pi.x) _ a { x ) d x + - j ^ 

II c r * U d s - 2 ( T * 
" / - > < 

x)dx, (8) 

where V is the volume of the block, M is the elastic 
modulus of the solid rock, S is the extemal surface 
of the volume (excluding pore surfaces), and di
mensions c and d are as given in Figure 1. Since 

*^ 

T T T 

N1/ ' 1 ' V 

. t 

4-

T T T 
J) 

FIG. 3. Applying the reciprocity theorem to a rock 
under two sets of applied stress. On the left, only the 
induced pore pressure is applied to the pore. On the 
right, the applied stress a* is also applied to the pore, 
making Ihe rock deform as though uncracked. 

the theorem applies to elastic bodies it is necessary 
to treat the pores as external surfaces and the pore 
pressure as an externally applied load. The integral 
on the left is negligibly small and can be dropped (see 
Appendix D). For the case of plane wave propagation 
of a compressional wave, A/ = \ -(- 2/LI where fi is 
the shear modulus and \ is Lame's coefficient for 
the intrinsic rock material. Rearranging equation (8) 
and taking the real part, we gel 

Re 
V 

V + Re cr*d-

dx. 

W = Wo + W^ (9) 

The term on the left is recognized as the approximate 
peak mechanical energy of the coinposite system 
IV, which we arc seeking. The terms on the right 
are the peak slrain energy VV;, of a comparable rock 
without porosity, plus the energy contribution W,, due 
to the presence of the pore. 

In order to relate the displacement S(x) to the 
applied stress cr, it is convenient lo consider a crack 
wilh uniform pore pressure P (see Appendix C). 
For very small stresses a and P (as for a wave), the 
resulting small pore displacement and its integral 
Wu can be written as 

Six) -
2 ( o r - / ' ) c ( l - f ) 

['-{.)* 
1/2 

(10) 
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W^ = Re 
n a * i a - - P)c^d(\ - i^) 

(11) 

where ^ is Poisson's ratio and E is Young's modulus. 
With nonuniform pressure P(x), the energy IVp can 
slill be written in the form (II) if the pressure P is 
chosen as 

-^'Uj^^4'-m dx, (12) 

where P(.x) is obtained from equation (5) (.see 
Appendix C). Setting 5(0) — OQE, we can solve for 
cr in terms of P and e or CT = P -i- Ea<.£'/2(1 — f^). 
Finally, combining this wilh equations (9) and (II) 
and setting \ = p. and f = I / 4 , we arrive al the total 
slrain energy in terms of e and P: 

10 

. . . j H 

10' 10' 

W = ^ f iVaU^ (-U) 
MV m 

- I - ( - I ^ ) - ( I ) ] M ) 
Here i// is the porosity and a^ is the crack aspect ratio. 

The specific dissipation function Q~' now can be 
given by combining equations (7) and (13), 

10' 10' 
u)/ui, 

FIG. 4. The frequency dependence of Q~' for the 
parallel walled pore in compression. 

where Y(z) is given in Appendix B. Using equation 
(12), we gel finally the equivalent uniform pressure 
that appears in the formula for W, 

l p \ = ^ C ^ y Y ( z ) , 

R e P = l ^ c ^ y z i z ) . (17) 

Q- ' = 
<D 

3 d P AA*Riz) ^ 
2 ' wJo a^x) 

2nW 
27 ' '-'^'(-l^)-f[(f)"^!-(-l^-(|)]-

(14) 

RESULTS: THE PARALLEL-WALLED PORE 

Consider the specific example of a pore where 
a(.x) is approximately a constant (i.e., a(.v) = OQ) 
over the region occupied by the drop of length 2D. 
Here, R{z) is independent of .v and 

A(.r) = +2xeaoio)e"'". 

Equation (7) can easily be evaluated lo give the en
ergy dissipated per cycle, 

_ AvTiiode^D^ 
<D = Riz). (15) 

The pressure dislribution P{x) is obtained by inte
grating equation (5) and taking the modulus 

\P{-x)\ /f> 
_ <ti e p iD''-x')Yiz), (16) 

where y and Z(z) are also given in Appendix B. The 
attenuation Q~' can be found by placing these 
simplified forms in equation (14). 

A plot of Q- ' versus to for the parallel walled pore 
is given in Figure 4. The most striking feature is the 
sharp peak al co = COQ (COQ is the frequency at maximum 
attenuation), and the rapid fall off at both high fre
quencies, where g " ' == oj'^'^, and low frequencies, 
where Q~' = cu. The peak and high-frequency fall-
off result from the fluid compressibility which be
comes important at very high pressures. We include 
this effect by modifying the continuity condition, 
equation (4), in the above derivation (see Appendix 
B). For most applications, however, the frequencies 
of interest are well within the limits of incom
pressible flow. 

Let us examine more closely the asymptotic be
havior. Table 1 gives the high and low frequency 



Table 1. Limiting forms of frequency dependent terms. 
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forms of <I>, P, W, and 2 ~ ' based on the limiting 
fonns of R(z), Y(z), and Z(z). The new parameters 
are /3, the volume concentration of liquid in the rock, 
Kf, the fluid bulk modulus, and a i = a ^ l D , the 
aspect ratio of the drop. 

Physically, the low-frequency expressions 
(&j « 2f/a^) correspond to Poisseuille flow. That is, 
the inertial terms are negligible, and the flow is 
governed by the balance between viscous shear 
forces and the pressure gradient driving the flow. 
These viscous shear stresses are proportional to co; 
the average dissipation goes as co ;̂ and the dissipation 
during one period, 7"= 27T/CO, varies as co. 

The fluid pressure P, varies as TJIOBD^/a^ at low 
frequencies. The pressure-shear balance is obvious 
here since the peak velocity is approximately coeD, 
the shear stress is approximately rftiieD/a, and the 
integrated shear force over the drop length is approxi
mately TJCOED^/O. This equals a change in pressure 
force of approximately Pa over the length of the drop. 
For the case of water, the low-frequency pressure is 
usually small compared with the stress in the rock. 
Hence, at low frequencies (incompressible flow), the 
energy W is approximately the energy of a dry porous 
rock, independent of (o. 

The condition for Poisseuille flow, and therefore 
a condition on the low-frequency form of <i> in 
Table I, corresponds to z < \ , o}<2v/a'^, or 
/ < vjTta^. For a water system v = 0.01 cgs, so that 
/ < 0.003/0, where a is in centimeters and/is in Hz. 
For the case of joints or fractures where a = I mm, 
the low-frequency expressions are restricted to fre
quencies below 0.3 Hz; for pores or microcracks 
where a == 0.1 mm, the restriction i s / < 30 Hz. ll 
would seem that for exploralion frequencies the low-
frequency approximation is generally adequate. How

ever, where unusually wide cracks or high frequencies 
are encountered (in the laboratory, for example) the 
olher forms should be used. 

The viscosity always appears with frequency as 
the product rjto in the Poisseuille flow expressions 
(in Table I). This is a characteristic of viscous flow 
that can be particularly useful. For example, in the 
laboratory, we can define rjw as an effective fre
quency co' = 17C0 and measure the frequency de
pendence of liquid-solid systems by varying either 
Ihe real frequency co or the fluid viscosity. 

Computed values of g~' for some specific rocks, 
Boise sandstone, Bedford limestone, and Troy granite 
at 50 percenl water saturation (/3=i|(/2) and 
/ = 1.6 Hz, are shown in Table 2. These are com
puted using the low-frequency formula and aspect 
ratio distributions given by Toksoz et al (1976). We 
assume for simplicity and for comparison of a.spect 
ratios that all pores are oriented alike, and that each 
pore is exactly half-filled with water. The contribu
tions from the first two pore shapes from each rock 
type are not computed because the quantitative reli
ability ofthe model is low for such large aspect ratios. 
However, the trend indicates that smaller aspect 
ratios dominate the overall behavior, almost inde
pendent of the porosity of each aspect ratio group. 
Hence, the total rock attenuation is insensitive to the 
assumed distribution of fluid except in the flattest 
pores. All three rock types show a similar sensitivity 
to saturation and a dominance of flatter pores or cracks 
in determining the overall attenuation. Allhough the 
three rocks arc very different in nature, the population 
of small aspect ratio cracks is somewhat similar in 
each. It should be noted that if smaller aspect ratios 
or higher frequencies are to be considered, the higher 
frequency expressions in Table I must be used. 

FIG. 5. Neariy parallel-walled pore in shear. 
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Table 2. Numerical examples of attenuation for three rock types at / = L6 Hz and uniform 50 percent water 
saturation. 

•/< 

Boise sandstone 
1.8 X 10 - ' 
6.9 X I 0 - -
1. X IO-" 
1. X IO--" 
1.5 X IO-" 

2. X IO--" 
1. X lO--* 

2. X IO-'> 

Bedford limestone 
1. X 1 0 - ' 

2. X 10-^ 
2.5 X 10-» 
5. X 10-* 
5. X IO-" 
7. X 10-^ 
6. X IO-" 
4. X IO--* 
5. X IO-" 

Troy granite 
1. X 1 0 - ' 
5. X IO-" 
1.5 X 10--' 

5. X IO-» 
7.5 X I 0 - ' 
1. X IO-" 
5. X 10-" 

1 
1. 

«c 

X 10 - ' 
2.5 X 10-» 
2. 
1.3 
1. 
5. 
1. 

1. 
1. 
1. 
5. 
4. 
3. 
2. 
1.5 
1. 

1. 
1. 
1. 

5. 
4. 

X 10-" 
X 10-» 
X 10-» 
X IO-" 
X IO-* 

X 10- ' 
X 10-2 
X ID--' 
X 10-" 
X 10-» 
X 10-» 
X 10--' 
X I0 - " 

X 10- ' 
X lO-'' 
X I 0 - ' 
X 10-" 

2.5 X I 0 - ' 
1. X 10-" 

5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
2 

2 
1 
8 
6 
4 
3 
2 

2 
1 
8 
5 
2 

«.f 

X 10-" 
X 10-" 
X 10-" 
X I 0 - " 
X 10-" 
X 10-" 

X 10-2 
X 10-2 
X I0 - " 
X 10-" 
X 10-" 
X 10-" 
X IO-'! 

X 10-2 
X I 0 - " 
X 10-" 
X 10-" 
X 10-" 

P 

5. X 10-^ 
5. X iO-= 
7.5 X 1 0 - ' 
1. X I0 - " 
5. X 10-' ' 
1. X IO-'' 

1.2 X 10-" 
2.5 X 10-" 
2.5 X 10-" 
3.5 X 10-" 
3. X 10-" 
2. X 10-" 
2.5 X 10-" 

7.5 X 10-" 
2.5 X 10-» 
3.5 X 10-5 
5. X 10-* 
2.5 X 10-'^ 

Q " 

5.4 X I 0 - ' 
1.3 X 10-" 
6.2 X 10-" 
4.2 X IO-» 
3.3 X I0 - " 
4. X 10-2 

5. X 10-» 
1.7 X 10- ' 
4.1 X 10- ' 
1.8 X 10-" 
7.9 X 10-" 
1.7 X 10-=^ 
1. X 10-" 

3. X IO-« 
1.7 X 10-" 
5.8 X 10-" 
5.4 X 10-" 
1. X 10-" 

The higher frequency behavior of dissipation and 
attenuation, Table 1, is govemed by the increasing 
importance of fluid inertial stresses with respect to 
viscous stresses. In pailicular, the pressure al inter
mediate frequencies (2v/a^ < ( o < (\ /D) \ /Kf /p) 
is a balance between pressure gradient ^ P / D and 
inertial stress =p(co^eD), where co'̂ eD gives the 
acceleration. At very high frequencies (to > 
(I /D) \ /Kf /p ) , inertial forces greatly stifle the flow 
so that it becomes easier to compress the fluid (with 
pressure ~eKf) than to accelerate il along the pore. 
The transition between incompressible and com
pressible flow, and hence the peak in the attenuation 
curve, occurs when the fluid inertial stress —ot^epD'̂  
is comparable with the fluid compressive stress 
~sKf or CO ~ {\ /D)\ /K//p. 

SHEAR COMPONENT OF EXCITATION 

Consider once again the neariy parallel-walled 
pore of width 2ao over the region occupied by the 
drop of length 2D. This time the pore is excited by a 
pure shear in the plane of the pore as shown in 
Figure 5. This is essentially the same mechanism con
sidered by Walsh (1969) for saturated pores. The 

equation of motion is 

du _ d^u 
d t " ^ " 2 

with the boundary conditions on velocity of: 

[-io)8e''"' 3 '=-Oo 

at the upper and lower pore walls, respjectively. The 
flow field can easily be found: 

/((}8sinh { y \ — ) 

„ ( , , , ) = — r S ^ ' ' ^ 
sinh ( a o y l ^ j 

(18) 

The energy dissipated in the entire pore during one 
cycle is found exactly as in the compressional prob
lem and is given by 

2(i)^m]8^Dd p v ' 

V V I Z ; ' 
<1> shear ' 
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• I 2a} , /2co 
sinh \ — a + s in \ / — a 

sinh'' A/'T—a cos ' ' \ / - : r- a +cosh ' ' \ -;r- a Sin^ \ h r - a 
2v \ 2v Y 2i/ V 2v 

(19) 

or, in the limits of high and low frequency. 

*» 

4va)-qe'^Dad 

477-0)2Tjs^Dc/ r u 
c j ^ 2 v / a ^ 

(20) 

a ) > 2 v / a ^ . 

The relative importance of dissipation in shear and 
compressioa for this geometry is found by taking 
a simple ratio <J' (compression)/<J> (shear) with 
identical pores and fluid and equal amplitudes of 
pore displacements. Using equation (20) and Table 1, 
we have 

* compression 
^ s h e a r 

] / a f a ) « 2 v / c / 2 

1/3 a/ 2 v / a ^ < a } < — \ /Kf /p . 

(21) 

It is clear that for small aspect ratios, the dissipation 
in shear will be many orders of magnitude smaller 
than for compression in either limit. The interpretation 
of this is simple. The fluid velocity in the shear case 
is approximately the pore wall velcKily —OJS. This 
gives an average fluid shear stress of rjcoS/c;. On 
the other hand, the fluid velocity in the compressional 
ca.se is on the order of ~o)S/af, with a fluid shear 
stress —-rjOiS/afa. The fiow in compression is 
amplified by the aspect ratio. 

We should emphasize that these analyses of dissi
pation in shear and compression refer to the shear and 
compressional components of stress resolved on each 
individual crack. The results are not identically the 
dissipation thai would be associated with shear (S) and 
compressional (P) wave propagation. For either lype 
of wave, each crack depending on its orientation, 
would have bolh a shear and compressional contri
bution to energy dissipation in the fluid and strain 
energy stored in the elastic matrix. These are dis
cussed in the next section. 

P- AND S-WAVE ATTENUATION 

To estimate low-frequency P- and S-wave attenua
tion we assume a random distribution of crack 
orientations and use the results of the parallel-wal led 
pore. A crack at arbitrary orientation to the principal 
stresses encounters bolh shear and nonnal exciiation. 
However, based on the results of the previous sec
tions only the normal componenl of fluid excitation 
contributes significantly to dissipation. In addition, 
at low frequencies, the induced fluid pressure is 
small enough that the pores deform under stress as 
though dry. Hence, the maximum pore strain e, using 
equation (10), is approximately related to the resolved 
normal stress cr„ by 

Substituting this into the expression for low-frequency 
dissipation shown in Table I gives 

. _ l(>iTr)oidD^(l e)' 
a a r 

cr;, (22) 

The crack orientation is defined by spherical 
coordinates B and tj). 8 is the angle between the crack 
normal and greatest principal stress axis. 0 is the 
azimuthal angle of rotation about the stress axis. 

For a /"-wave, the normal stress is rolationally 
symmetric aboul the direction of propagation and is 
given by 

cr„ = cr[cos^0 + ^ ' s in2e / ( l - | ' ) ] -

Here f' is the effective Poisson's ratio of the porous 
rock and a is the normal stress in the direction of 
propagation (Walsh, 1966). The total dissipation $ , . 
is given by the sum of the expression (22) over all 
A' cracks: 

167r'/}c.j(l - ^ = ) 2 
£2 

cos^e-f 

2 ^ 
jV *-

^ ' 

1-r 
sin . ] • (23) 

For very large N, the summation in (23) can be 

file:///hr-a
http://ca.se
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approximated with an integral over a continuous 
distribution of crack orientation. In addition, we 

, assume that the dimensions d, D, a, and a now 
represent appropriate averages for the distribution: 

_ 167rT}co(l - n V ^ ^ O ^ A' 

1.0 

Qp 

Qs .5 

^ r 

i:i:[ c o s 2 0 + -

47r 

f ' 

(24) •sin^e s'lnOdedil). 

The peak strain energy in a volume of rock V is 

. _ a ' V { l - 2 f ) i \ + ^ ' ) • 

FiG. 6. The ratio Q,,/Q., versus effective Poisson"s 
ratio f' al low frequencies. 

VV: 
2E' d - f ' ) 

where E' is the effective Young's modulus of the 
porous rock. Finally, the f-wave attenuation becomes 

_ , _ 16-r^codD^ ( N \ ( E ' \ 

(25) 

( l + ^ ' ) ( l - 2 e ' ) 

Similarly, for an S-wave the nomial stress on a 
crack is given by (Walsh, 1966) 

a „ = a-(cos^d - cos^if) sin^^) 

where cr is the principal stress. Combining this with 
equation (22) and summing over all cracks gives the 
S-wave dissipation, 

< t > . 167rT?a)(l - ^'^)^a-^dD^ N 
aoij.E'^ ATT 

• f r [ c o s ^ 0 - c o s ^ ( ^ s i n 2 6»P 
Jo Jo 

• sin edOdtft 

The peak slrain energy is given by 

W = y L ( i + ^ ' ) , 

TTie S-wave attenuation becomes 

^ ' " 15aalE \ ' V ) \ T ) 
(\-e)' 
TTTTJ 

(26) 

Although it is difficult to test these absolute values of 
Qp and Q<;, it is interesting to take their ratio: 

The ratio of Qp/Qs is plotted versus f' in Figure 6. 
The fact ihat Qp/Qij< I emphasizes Ihat this is 
physically a local compressional mechanism of 
attenuation. Although the expressions (25) and (26) 
apply only at low frequencies, the ratio in equation 
(27) should be at least approximately connect to much 
higher frequencies. 

Laboratory measurements on nominally dry rocks 
usually show Cp/fi.s-^-S, in fair agreement with 
our prediction in Figure 6. For example, for dry 
Quincy granile al low stress f ' s . l (Birch et al, 
1942, p. 73), while (2P/G.<;S .5 (Birch and Bancroft, 
1938). Similarly, for Solenhofen limestone f' s .25 
(Birch et al, 1942, p. 76) while G/>/C,-i = 0.6 
(Peselnick and Zietz, 1959). One could argue that 
dry rock measurements should not be compared with 
these results. However, because of capillarity some 
nominally dry rocks might conlain small amounts 
of water in flat cracks. For example. Bom (1941) 
found that when previously dried samples of Amherst 
sand.stone were exposed to air their attenuation 

2f = 2 ( 1 - 2 ^ ' ) 

0-f)h4(^).8(^y] (27) 
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FIG. 7. Logarithmic decrement (~Q~') versus fre
quency for Amherst sandstone (Bom, 1941). 

n=I 

n = 2 

2o(x) 

2aix) 

FIG. 8. Two simple drop geometries. The upper drop 
is a linear or triangular wedge. The lower drop has 
parabolic .shape. 

increased due to absorbed moisture. The added in
crement of attenuation was frequency-dependent 
(A2~' °̂  <<j), as expected from shear losses in a fluid 
phase, whereas Q~' for the dried samples was in
dependent of frequency. This is shown in Figure 7. 
A core of gypsum that was only air dry showed a 
similar frequency-dependent Q (Bom, 1941). 

Winkler (1977, personal communication) found 
that Q p / Q s > I for dry Massilon sandstone, but 
when almost fully saturated Qp/Qs < I. 

OTHER GEOMETRIES 

The parallel pore is particularly useful in under
standing the characteristics of Ihe model because the 
integral in equalions (6) and (13) for compressional 
dissipation can very easily be evaluated. For other 
simple pore geometries, the integral can also be 
evaluated if we work in the low frequency regime 
such that Riz)— I. 

Consider the two geometries shown in Figure 8. 
In each case the pore half-width is given by a(.x) = 
ao(.r/c)", /? = 1,2, and the maximum pore displace
ment is S. Using formula (6), we first note that 

9,, ,-n-H 
M x ) = ^ ^ e " " ' , 

c" n -I- 1 

(28) 

AA* = 
4co'̂ 8'̂  .v-2" + 2 

c'"' (w- l - l )^ ' 

The dissipation <t> is then 

<D = 
a / 

47ri7we-V 
(29) 

a r 
« = 2 

where v is the volume of the drop. This result com
pared with Table I for the parallel pore suggests that 
for low frequencies the fluid dissipation can be ap
proximated for a variety of geometries by 

$ - g — - ^ , (30) 
" / 

where g is a geometric factor which we have found to 
vary from TT to 47r for the specific geometries studied. 
This ralher weak dependence on geometry suggests 
that the results derived for the parallel pore have 
general applicability, particularly for order-of-
magnitude behavior. 

COMPARISON WITH OTHER MODELS 

Perhaps the most comprehensive single treatment 
of wave propagation incorporating dissipative fluid 
motion was presented by Biot (1956a, b). His formu
lation assumes a fully samraled porous material and 
includes Ihe effects of fluid compressibility and 
coupled fluid and solid stress. At low frequencies, 
the relative fluid flow is assumed to resemble 
Poisseuille flow in a flat or circular duct, while at 
higher frequencies inertial terms are also included 
(laminar flow is always assumed). This microscopic 
flow field is used only lo establish a frequency de
pendent proportionality between the average flow and 
the stresses transmitted to Ihe solid rock. Details of 
pore shape and local flow are neglected thereafter, 
and are lumped into parameters which relate only 
the averaged solid and fluid motions on a scale much 
greater than the pore size. 

The elimination of local flow, and the condition of 
complete liquid saturation treated by Biot, severely 
limit the amounl of flow and dissipation that can 
occur under wave excitation. White (1965, p. 133) 
shows that for the saturated medium, the only sources 
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of relative '̂fluid motion from the passing wave are 
viscous drag due tp acceleration of the solid with 
respect to the fluid and pressure; gradients between 
the peak and trough of the piissing.wave. His numeri
cal example of a water-saturated sandstone; shows 
negligible dissipation,. 

In pur modelwe specifically neglect-the large-scale 
acceleration and diffusipn and look only at the lojcaf 
flow. In this .sense'our mechanism of dissipation is 
inore'a point property. In addition, the undersatura
tion provides a strong local heterogeneity, which 
causes locally High pressure .gradie'nts' ancl flow. 

At low frequencies, Q~' is proportidnal to to in 
both Biot's inodel and purs, although the magnitude; 
of attehuation is much greater in ours. At higher 
frequencies, the dependence is quite'dilTerent. Biot's 
'expression for Q~' varies as a;-"^ while-ours varies, 
in a complicated fashion "toward ci)"̂ '̂  af very high 
frequencies-. 

Another nibdeKiaf attenuation iti pofbusi'media is by 
White (•1975). His treatment resembles Biot's in that 
lumped garametefs describe the material and. flow 
prppertics ion a scale much greater than a pore 
dimension. Only low frequency viscous-fiow is;con-
sidered. White-includes undersaturation by consider
ing regions of dry-rbck contairiing many pores im.-
bedded ifi regioris of safuraied rock al.so coiffaining-
many pores. High pressurej;gfadients;and flow occur 
at the coiitact between wet and'dry rock and result in 
large 'attenuatipn. At low frequencies White's ex
pression for g - ' varies as OJ, while at higher fre
quencies (still within the Poisseuille range) Q''- varie.s 
as CO"'. The only physical comparison we cah make 
between !the two models is to-suggest'that the con
tact region befweeh we;t and dry in White's model is 
Somewhat similar to. pur description of the individual 
partially isaturated pores;. 

DISCUSSIOSI 

We hSve preseti't'ed a simple.model tb'describe the 
attehuation of,seismic wa-ves'in fbcks -with partially 
liquid saturated fiat cracks or ppres. In this study, 
the ,presence..pf at least a small fraction of a highly 
compressible gaseous phase permits the fluid to flow 
freely when the pore is compressed under seismic 
excitation. This leads to viscous shearing'in the fluid 
-and high energy dissipation, fri gehferal, the'attenua
tibn increases with increasihg liquid cohceniration. 
However, only partially 'saturated ppres cbritribute, 
as well.as saturate'd pores'c'phnected tb*open pores. 
As successive regions saturate, the attenuation will 
fall off. In the limit pf complete saturation, the flow 
is stifled and the attenuation is expected to essentially 

a Bereo'sandslone.- water 
TJ -ajunOLJill - I I 

-FC 75 
- Solirol 

,10 
10 " 
,-9 •". 
9,6 " 

10,8 '} 

kH i 

.4 ,.6 

SATURATION 

FIG. 9, Attenuatipn versus saturation for several 
m'aterials and fluids. Berea isatidstbfie'frbni Gardner 
et al;(1964); Alundum rods from Wyllie etal (1962), 
All.samples excited in extensipna! osciliatipn,-except, 
for sample, with FCT75, which is in tbrsion. 

disappear as is predicted by Biot's fbrm ulation. Like
wise, the dissipation from pure; shear distortion of 

.the; pores, whethfer completely .saturated br riot, is 
negligible. 

The attenuation.'pr g ~ ' i s found to be extremely 
sensitive, to; the, aspect-ratios of- the pores and the 
liquid droplets occupying the- pores, with flatter 
pores and drops resulting in higher attenuation. 
Details of pore s'hape other than aspect ratio ap[)ear 
to have; little effect bn iHe-^eheral behavior,, provided 
th'e,crack width is slowly varying/over'the length of 
the liquid drop. 

An important factor in interpreting attenuatibn 
measuremetits is the actual distribution of liquid 
within the rock. Since-only the flattest cracks are im-
poitarit, it is the s'tate of fl iit-crack-saturatioh, rather 
than the total rock satu ratiori, tKatdetemiiniis attehua
tion. The distribution will depend, forthe most part, 
-on capillarity. Wetting fluids will tend to occupy the 
flattest pores, while nonwetting fluids might be more 
raiidomly distributed. The distribution and, hence, 
attenuation might also depend on Saturation history. 
For example, if ondi flat crack after another is se
quentially wetted as fluid is added to â rock, we? 
might expect the low frequency attenuation g.-'' tq 
mcrease llrieariy with fluid cohteht-(see Tabic I), This 
is due to the linear increase in the/fluid/content /3, 
while the,average aspect ratios' pf wetted-^cracks and 
droplets do riot change. On the other hand,̂  if saflflat 
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craclis are gratlually* filled siriiultariepusly, then we 
might expect Q~' initially to increase roughly as the 
third power of'fluid content. This is due to'the steady 
decrease of droplet aspect ratio in addition to the 
increase of /3'as fluid is-added. 

Measurement's of afteniiatibri urider partially sat
urated conditions have been repbrted by a. nimibef 
of .authors (Bbm, 1941; Wyllie.ef al, 1962; Gardner 
et al, 1964; Usher, 1962), Some pf the fe,siilts are 
shown in Figure 9. All these cujVes show a monp-
tonic increase- of attenuation with increasing ssat-
uration, as we might expect. The'data for water in 
sandstones show a faster, nonlinear increase- with 
satu ratiori-than fbrihe nonaqueous, liqu ids in al rindurn 
rods. This is perhaps duo.tb'.agreater'.riumh'ei' bf very 
thin cracKs in the sandstones, and gireafer' -wetting 
with' water. 

Since small amounts of water can decrease Q, if 
is interesting to consider also the effect on, elastic 
moduli. At low frequencies, a partially saturated 
rock' beha-̂ 'es as. though di^ (neglecting the effects 
of suffacei tension:, and chemical sbfteriirig), while 
•at extremely high frequencies dix)plets of water 
behave as rigid; bridges, effectively shprtehing, flat 
cracks; and' stiffening the rock,. Cdmparispii of 
measured static and dynaniic .modidi of norninally 
dry rtX'ks shows that high-frequency moduli can be as 
much as- 100 perceht greater (Simmons and Brace, 
1965), particulariy on igneous rocks which have.a 
large relative, population of fiat cracks. We might' 
-expect at least-part pf the, difference tb result ftorii 
the fluid stiffening. To estimate theMnagnitutle..bf' 
the effect, we can use the dispersion reiatipn given 
by Kjartansson (1977),, 

Ml 
Ma KS) 

i I n Q 

(31) 

where Mj and M2 are two moduli measured at 4wo 
frequencies/i iand/a, Using this relation, we assume, 
that -Q stays roughly the same over the' band of 
interest. For static measurements a t / 2 < .1 Hz and 
dyriamic measurements / , s iM- Hz, this gives 
fil:U>-'l^- For 6 > 100, this gives'Afi/itfj = 1,1. 
For g = 50-, M-ilM'i =11,-2. These are lessvthan some 
bf the observed'differe nces, but in the right direction. 
This'estiinate, as obtained from equation (31), is. a 
conservative one, based on the_ assu.mptipn of 
frequeticy-independent Q. Tp further investigate the 
static-dynamic discrepancy, it will be useful and 
necessary to> measure the- modiili as a function of 
both fret)uency and degree of partial saturation; Such 
measurements could well unravel the physical 

tiiechariism bf at'tenuatiori in partially saturated po
rous rocks. 
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APPENDIX A 
THE FLIIID EQUATION OF MOTION 

In most of our treatment of fluid flow within the 
individual pores of a rock, we assume Ihat the fluid 
behaves as ihough incompressible. Usually the prin
cipal requirement for this to be approximately true is 
Ihat the fluid speed be small compared to the speed of 
sound V„ (Batchelor, 1967, p. 174). Our results in
dicate that the peak fluid velocity is on the order of 
IOBD. Then for incompressible flow, we demand 

weO < V, '-m 
For water V,, — 10'' m/iiec and for strains e < 10"'', 
this becomes 

o)D -^ 10^ m/sec. (A-1) 

A second requirement we can impose is that the 
volumetric strain due to fluid compression be small 
compared with the volumetric strain imposed as a 
boundary condition, i.e., 

P ^ 8 

Kf flo 

Our results give a peak fluid pressure of 

3 TjcoeD^ 

/> = 
«T 

CO small 

1 
oi^pD'^e o) large 

Then the requirement becomes 

alKf ai 
w ^ p D ^ B ^ . ^ ^ ^ ^ K f 
— <g e => oy^D^ <—'-

P 
K 

(D small, 

0} large. 

Tliese are more restrictive than (A-1). For water 
Kf= 2 • 10'" dyne/cm^ and r) — 10~^ dyne sec/cm^, 
we require: 

10"' s e c - ' 

CDD <glO^ cm/sec 

w small, 

(I) large. 

Within these bounds of incompressibility, the 
equation of motion for the fluid is (Batchelor, 1967) 

Du, dP , „ 2 

" - D r ^ - ' d Y ^ ' ' ^ "" 
where D/Di = 9 / t -̂  u -V. We will assume that 17 
is constant with time and position. 

For a two-dimensional pore, « i = 3 / 3 z = 0. 
Furthermore, if the pore width is slowly varying, i.e., 
l/fl • da/dx < \ and the pore strains are very small, 
then the flow is approximately unidirectional, and we 
can neglect the terms u(du/dx) and d^u/dx^. Hence, 
the equation of motion becomes 

a p , d^u 
dx 

du 
I t p — = - — + v - ^ -

APPENDIX B 
FREQUENCY-DEPENDENT EXPRESSIONS AND 

THEIR LIMITING FORMS 

The frequency dependence of <1> and P(x) is found 
as follows. The flow field is given by equation (6); 

/ N ~A{x) 
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cosh y-^ y 

cosh \ l — a 

1 
V , 10) 

-r- tanh \ — a 
til) y V 

The shear stress T = ri(dii/dy) is then 

_vAix) 
r{x,y) 

2a 

['-iv:^-"^v^«] 
sinh y - ^ a 

cosh \ \ — a 

The average dissipation rate per unit volume of fluid 
is given by 

found by noting that at large z, sinhz= coshz and 
at small z by expanding the trigonometric and hyper
bolic functions in power series and dropping higher 
order terms. Hence the definition of large and small 
z is z > 1 and z <g I, respectively, or in terms of tu: 
<j) > 2v/a , Ix) •=S 2v/a . 

The complex pressure P(x) is obtained by taking 
the integral of equation (5): 

dP_ ^ A (x) i o p 
dx 

P{x) = P ^ + [ 
Jo dx 

dx. 

For the parallel drop, we set A(x) = 2xBaai(i), and 
assume for simplicity that the pressure at the edge of 
the drop, -v = D, is zero. This gives 

PU) = _ W e p (£>2 - .v2) 

['-^\/7^'^"''\/v«]" 

27, 
T T ' 

_ (l)p AÂ  
8fl2 T{z) 

sinh^ V ^ y cos^ 7 l i : ^ "̂  ' ° ' ^ ' yiTu y ' ' " ' yiTu • 
cosh^z cos'^z + sinh^ 2 sin^z 

where 

r(z) = i - i - [ tanh z -I- tanh z tan^z - tanh^ z tan z -I- tan z 
TTlanh^Ttan^z 

1 _ 1 _ r tanh^z-f-tan^z ] 

z == a 2v ' = ' ^ { D ' - . x ' ) Y { z ) . 

Finally, integrating over the volume and period gives -̂̂ ^ ^ ^ j ^ , ^ ^ ^^^ ^^ ,̂ p ^ ^^ p ^^ 

P 7rdrjAA*z 

Jo 4d^o)Tiz) 

sinh 2z — sin 2z 
cosh^z cos^z + sinh^z sin^z •[ 

3 TTTjd f " A A * „ , . , 
2 OJ Jo a^ 

\dx 

RU) = 6fUJ 

•[-
sinh 2z - sin2z 

. cosh^z cos^z-I- sinh^z sin^z J ' 

The asymptotic expressions given in Table 1 are 

| / ' | = ^ ( £ ) 2 - . v 2 ) y ( z ) , 

Real(P) = ^ ! ^ (D2 - .v2)Z(z), 

where 

Yiz) = [(cos^'z -t- sinh^ ^)^ " ^ ' 

• (cos-z 4- sinh^z) • 

• (sinh 2z -I- sin 2z) 

-f gi5(sinh2 2z-l-sin^2z) / F{z). 
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- [ Z{z) = cos^z + sinh^ z 

— -:— (sinh 2z -1- sin 2z) 
4z 

cos 

and the fluid volume change due to compression. 
Substituting for U from equation (3), this gives. 

V(z), l£lU-lJ^,^uI^aA'^ 
io)p L Oo ' " " ' '̂  J cl.v 

F(z) = cosh z cosz -
_ 1 _ 

2z 

(sinh z cos z + cosh z sin z 

1 

2z ' 

' ] ' 
= 2.veflo'w — 

T-OQIU) 

+ sinh z sin z 
Jo 

P d x . (B-1) 

(cosh z sin z — sinh z cos z) ] • 
For frequencies well above the Poisseuille range 
( ( i )>2v/a '^ ) , this becomes 

0) 

2l> 
dP_ 

dx 
= —xeco^p + 

Kf I 
P{x)dx, 

_ with solution (corresponding to zero pressure at the 
To find the equivalent pressure P for the case ofa drop edge of the drop): 

centered in the pore, we substitute these values into j- v, n 

' ] _ cosh a D \ 
equation (12): 

{RearJl'^W-

\ZU)] ' 

' e p i D 2 _ ,.2) 
, a D < 1 (incompressible) 

sKfU - e - " ' " - - ^ ' ) , a D > I 
(B-2) 

_ u fepc 

where 

y = 

where a = cits/p/Kf. Viscous effects can be retained 
if the term in brackets [ ] in (B-1) is a weak function 
of .V, giving a modified form of (B-2) with 

|p//:^^l-—\AV^ tanh y-^flojj • 

Substituting the pressuix; gradient into (3), we 
The high and low frequency limits of y(z) and obtain the flow field and, finally, the dissipation: 
Z{z) are found in the same manner as R(z). 

We include the effect of fluid compressibility in 
the parallel pore by using a modified form of the con
tinuity condition given by equation (4): 

J"^ U (.X, y) dy = - [ i (A-) - ^ j ^ P {x) dx'\, 

where Kf is the fluid bulk modulus. Now the total 
rate of flow past a given plane (.v = const) is equal to 
the difference between the volume change ofthe pore 

cD = 
27Tr)dB''Kf 

wp(cosh 2 a D + 1) 

fia r sinh 2 a D „_,] 

i 2 i [ a ' ^ ^ J 
4Trv<os^dD^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

. / ^ \3 /2 
\ /2r )p iTde^\ 1 a ) > a D . 

\ p o ) / 

APPENDIX C 
SHAPE APPROXIMATIONS IN CALCULATING ENERGIES 

The separate calculation of <I> and W assumes a the pore. In a rigorous approach die pore strain e in 
certain degree of uncoupling between the details of equation (2) is a function of x and is coupled to the 
the fluid flow field and strain field in the rock around fluid pressure dislribution P(x) . 
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The general form for the dissipation <t> is given by 
equation (7) as a function of A where 

A{.x) = 2J^-^a{x,t)dt. 

This can be rewritten using (2) as 

A = 2iQ)e'<-" a{x)e(.x)dx. 
Ja 

In our calculations for specific geometries, we 
simplify the integral by replacing e(.v) by an appro
priate average con.stant value e, such that 

-4 = 2(&>Ee'"' \a{ .x)dx. 

We further assume that this constant value of e is 
approximately the strain that would occur for a uni
formly pressurized pore deforming as equation (10). 

In general, the pore wall displacement S(.x) re
sulting from unifomi confining pressure and unifonn 
pore pressure will depend on the details of crack 
shape. However, Mavko and Nur (1977a) have shown 
for a broad class of two-dimensional flat crack shapes 
that, for ver>' small increments of loading as we 
might expect from a passing wave, the incremental 
change of pore shape is elliptical in form, i.e., 

daU) _2c(l - e 
dar ^ ^ R ^ • 

Then we can approximate 5(.v) by 

OCT t . 

•^HI)• 
which is equation (10). The maximum displacement 
is S(0) = 2 { a - P ) c ( \ - f - ) / E . Comparing with 
equation (2), the maximum displacement is age so 
that we set 

2 { c r - P ) c i \ - e ) 
- f l o E . 

Equation (8) shows that the energy W depends only 
on the integral of crack displacement 

' i : S{x)dx. 

Hence, for calculating W any approximation of pore 
wall deformation 5(.v) i.s valid as long as it has the 
correct average value S. Mavko and Nur (1977b) 
have shown that for a broad class of two-dimensional 
flat cracks, the integrated displacement due to pres
sure distribution P(x) is exactly the same as for a 
unifonn pressure P, where P is an appropriately 
weighted average of P(.x), equation (12), 

APPENDIX D 
PORE PRESSURE APPROXIMATION IN 

CALCULATING ENERGY 

The pore pressure temi in equation (8) can be 2d \ cr*a(.x)dx < 2 d \ a-*ea{.x)dx. 
shown negligible as follows. Since the bulk modulus J-e ^f J-c 

of water AT.is much less Ihan M. the modulus of rock, (,f ^^ .̂ ^̂ ^̂  ^^ compressible flow, P < eKf, and 

' ^" this inequality still holds.) But by equation (2), 
ea(.v)==5(.v): 2d r P{x)^a{.x)dx<2d-

J-c M 

• j " ^ P { x ) ^ a { . x ) d x . 

In Appendix A, we require for the incompressible 
analysis to be valid that P < eKf, then 

2d I a -*ea ix )dx=-2dcr* j Six)dx. 

;refore, 

2d P P ( . x ) ^ a { . x ) d x ^ 2 d a * P S{x)dx. 

Therefore 
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Water Jet Perforation of Well Casings 

Objective 
Reduce the cost of modi-
fying uranium well casings 
so that leaching solutions 
can pass through, but 
sand grains are blocked. 

Approach 
The well casing and sur

rounding cement are per
forated at the mineralized 
zone by impinging them 
with high pressure water 
jets. 

How It Works 
A nozzle assembly is at
tached to a high pressure 
(15,000 psi) pipe and lo-

Figure t . Tightening, high, pressure tube unions of water jet 
perforator in the well. 

wered into the well cas
ing, which typical ly is 
schedule 40 PVC (poly
vinyl chloride). The high 
pressure pipe line is ex
tended down into the cas
ing unt i l it reaches the 
mineralized zone. The 
upper end of the pipeline 
is then connected by a 
high pressure hose to the 
outlet of a 10,000 psi 
pump. Turning the pump 
on for 5 seconds causes a 
high velocity water jet to 
cut through the well cas
ing and the surrounding 
cement. Figure 1 shovi/s a 
high pressure pipe being 
installed in a well casing. 

Cutting small diameter 
holes in the casing allows 
the leachant to enter the 
casing and be pumped to 
the surface. However, the 
holes are small enough to 
prevent most sand grains 
from entering. Numerous 
holes are usually cut 
through the casing. The 
3-nozzle assembly shown 
in Figure 2 cuts three 
holes, one above another. 

Use of the water jet 
perforator eliminates the 
need for placing well 

This document was prepared by. the Bureau of (Vlines, Neither the United States Government nor any person acting on behalf of the United States 
Government assumes any liability resulting, from the use of the information contained in this document, or warrants that such use be free from privately 
owned rights. 



Figure 2. Nozzle assembly for 
making three perforations 
simultaneously. Notice the 
oval shaped plates which 
center the assembly in casing. 

screens in the hole and 
has the advantage of 
al lowing the perforat ion 
pattern to be tailored ex
actly to the characteristics 
of the deposit. 

Test Results 
A prototype of the system 
has been successful ly 
tested by Bureau of Mines 
personnel in the wells of 
four companies doing in 
si tu leaching of uranium 
ore . The fo l lowing cor
porations were coopera
to rs : Mobi l Oil (Energy 
Minerals Division) - 12 
wel ls. Rocky Mountain 
Energy - 6 wel ls , Union 
Carbide - 46 wel ls , and 
Wyoming Mineral - 10 
wells. During this testing 
the system was used, 

pr incipal ly to establ ish 
new wells, but was also 
used to perforate the well 
screens of older wells that 
had become clogged and 
had not responded to acid 
s t imula t ion. Figure 3 
shows a perforated screen. 

Figure 3. Well screen 
perforated with the water jet. 

Al l 74 appl icat ions to 
date have t^een success
fu l . In add i t ion , exper
ience has shown that the 
water jet enhances the 
permeabil i ty of the 
surrounding uraniferous 
sand, by selectively re
moving clay particles from 
a 1-foot-wide band around 
the casing. Varying the 
vertical hole pattern in the 
recovery well casing a l 
lows more uniform flow to 
the pump; other hole pat
tern changes can be used 

to modify the f low of 
leachant through the field. 

The water jet perfor
at ing system was devel
oped and tested by per
sonnel of the Bureau's 
Twin Cit ies Mining Re
search Center. Dr. 
George Savanick was the 
project leader. 

For More 
Information 
Copies of a paper de
scribing th is work are 
available. The paper, 
"Water Jet Perforator for 
Uranium Leaching Wells" 
was given at the Con
ference on Uranium Min
ing Technology, University 
of Nevada, Reno, Apri l 
25-29, 1977. 

The prototype equip
ment water jet perforation 
is available to mining 
companies for tr ial use 
through cooperative agree
ments with the Bureau of 
Mines. Persons wanting 
more informat ion about 
this development or trial 
use of the equipment 
should contact the: 

Technology Transfer Officer 
Twin Cities Mining 

Research Center 
Bureau of Mines 
P.O. Box 1660 
Twin Cities, Minnesota 55111 

Patent Status 
A patent appl icat ion on 
this development has been 
f i led wi th the United 
States Patent Office. 
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hite Pine Experiments With 

Cyanide Leaching of Copper Tailings 

D. H. ROSE, V. LESSELS and D. J. BUCKWALTER 

At White Pine Copper Co.'s operation in the Upper 
Peninsula of Michigan, the company has been 

losing more than four lbs of copper "in each ton 
of sand tailings. With an average rate of 12,000 tpd 
of sand going to the tailing pond daily, the company 
has been losing more than 14 million lbs of the 
red metal annually. 

With an eye aimed toward lessening this loss. 
White Pine engineers in 1959 initiated a study on 
techniques for recovering this "lost" copper from 
the sands. Inasmuch as the flotation operation was 
considered to be optimized, a logical approach 
seemed to be leaching. For various reasons ammo
nia, ferric chloride, acid, and biological leaching 
were ruled out as impracticable. This led to a 
consideration of cyanide leaching as practiced in the 
precious metals industry. 

In an early investigation at the White Pine labora
tory, sand tailings were treated with a solution of 
calcium cyanide under oxidizing conditions, and 
the copper dissolved readily; however, cyanide re
covery was not sufficiently high to make this leach
ing method economic. In August 1960, the study was 
brought to the Institute of Mineral Research at the 
Michigan Technological University as a sponsored 
project. Laboratory experimentation there eventu
ally developed a process whereby cyanide was con
served by the exclusion of air, and about 90% of 
the copper was dissolved with very little loss of 
either cyanide or sulfide ions. Leaching methods, 
copper precipitation, cyanide regeneration, and op
timum concentration levels were also investigated. 
This work led to a process on which a patent en
titled Treatment of Sulfidic Material was granted 
(U.S. Patent No. 3,224,835) in December 1965. 

PILOT PLANT TESTS 
Due to success on the bench scale at the Michigan 

Technological^ University, a recommendation was 
made to White Pine Copper Co. that a pilot plant 

D. H. ROSE is Research Chemist for the Institute of Mineral Re
seorch, Michigan Technological University, Houghton, Mich. Co-
outhors D. J. BUCKWALTER and V. LESSELS ore both with White 
Pine Copper Co. being, respectively Smelter Superintendent and 
Senior Research Engineer. 
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F'g. 1—Flowsheet of White Pine Copper's Cyanide Process, 

be built to demonstrate the feasibility of the cyanide 
leaching process. Pilot plant tests were desirable 
because of the lack of operating plant data on 
cyanide leaching of copper sulfide ores. It was 
deemed necessary to investigate both the mechani
cal and chemical feasibility of the process on a 
pilot plant scale, to confirm the predictions based 
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Fig. 2—Diagram of experimental 
leaching tanlc. 
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on the laboratory results, and, further, to obtain data 
for design of a prototype plant. 

Construction of a 12-24 tpd pilot plant located 
in the mill building at White Pine was completed 
in August 1963, and pilot plant tests were carried 
on from that time until June 1964. 
Chemistry of Process: The chemistry of the process 
involves the following reactions: 

Leaching 
Cu,S + 3Ca(CN)»- -^ 3Ca" + 

2Cu(CN)r -f S= [1] 

Precipitation 
3Ca^*-f 2Cu(CN)r 4- S= + 

3H:SO. >3CaSO. | + Cu=S | + CU.S^ + 6HCN [2] 

Regeneration. 
H' + CN' (in solution) 

.2HCN + CaO > Ca(CN), + H.O 
-^ HCN (gas in N-) 

[3] 

Flowsheet and Equipment: A schematic diagram 
of the pilot plant flowsheet is shown in Fig. 1. 

The leaching tank consisted of a closed cylindri
cal vessel 8 ft in diam and 10 ft high, with a 
filter 6 in, above the conical bottom, and a glass 
covered viewing port near the top of the tank. 
A diagram of the leaching tank is shown in Fig. 2. 
In operation the tank was filled with sand by 
means of a revolving distributor positioned just 
below the tank cover. A barometric leg attached 
to the underside of the filter permitted use of 
vacuum to increase the percolation rate. The leached 
sands were flushed into a 12-in. discharge pipe 
extending up through the center of the tank just 
to the filter level; water jets were placed around 
the periphery of the tank to completely remove 
the sands. 

The sulfuric acid precipitator consisted of a 
closed stainless steel tank 24 in. in diam by 36 in. 
high containing a sealed Lightning agitator. Preg
nant leach solution was pumped into the tank con-

MINING ENGINEERS 

tinuously. Sulfuric acid was metered to the tank 
by a pH controller on the precipitator overflow. 
The acid slurry from the precipitator was filtered 
and washed on a 24-in. laboratory Eimco filter with 
an enclosed stainless steel filter drum. 

The acid filtrate storage tank was a cylindrical 
steel, rubber-lined, two-cubic meter tank also 
equipped with a sealed Lightning mixer. 

The cyanide regeneration equipment consisted of 
three towers packed with 1-in. Berl saddles and 
connected in series so that nitrogen could be passed 
upward through each tower. The first two towers, 
for stripping, were 10 in. in diam by 15 ft high and 
made of stainless steel. Acid filtrate containing HCN 
was passed downward through the first tower, then 
pumped to the top of the second tower and passed 
downward countercurrent to the stream of nitrogen. 
The solution stripped of cyanide was discharged to 
waste through a trap at the bottom of the second 
tower. The cyanide-laden nitrogen was then passed 
upward counter-current to a downward stream of 
lime water in the third, or absorption, tower to 

LEACH TEST No, SO 
FEB J ' , 1963 
NaCN. COPPER, a n a . 
CONDUCTIVITY v s 
T I M E 

1 
O 

•conttucttvitr " • 

1 LCACH SOLUTION ON- 900AM-etJOPM'Nv 
1 9 » GRAMS/LITER EOUIV N»CN 

1100 lOOPM 5oS Soo~ 

Fig. 3—Condiictioittj curve for a sample test. 
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Fig. 5—Vtlier unit in the pilot plant. 

This proved successful chernicaUy, but the crystal
line CaGOa 'fouled the equipment and pipelines to 
such an extent that continuous operation becarne 
impossible. 

To regenerate calcium cyanide solution, the, add 
nltrats was run through 'the stripping and absorp
tion towers previously described. Regenerated leach 
solution could be concentrated, to as high as 45 g 
NaCN eq/1. This; is a significaht step in the process 
in that -it makes it possible to eliminate either" 
dilution water or wash water from, the system, 
and the' proper balance of solution volumes and 
concentrations, can thus be maintained. When, the 
H G N in the acid .filtrate was sufficieritly high, the 
filtrate was realkalized with lime and returne_d di-
I'ectly to the'leach solution storage, tank along with 
tlVe "Eecycle" solution. By running all three stages 
of leaching, precipitation, and regeneration simul-
taneoasly, the process was continuous. 

Ail equipment and 'storage tanks of the plant 
Were vented to a central scrubbing system to avoid 
contamination of the air by cyaiiide vapor. As a 
fuĵ thep precaution, air in the plant >vas, analyzed 
continuously at 12 different points by an" automatic 
HON analyzer connected toa warning alarm. 

Table I. Leach Solution Distribution and 
Concentrations 

Volame, Gal ,NaCN Eq., f /I/ Copper, ji/I. 

I'i Ends •' 

1122 
513 
760 

16.5 
17,2 
3:2' 

5,4 
1.S 
0,7 
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OPERfltING RESULTS, REAGENT 
CONSUiViPTION, AND COSTS 

The over-all copper recovery in,pilot plant tests 
was 91,65'?t,,while cyariide losses averaged 0.362 lbs 
(NaCN eq,. per pound of - copper recovered. The 
cyanide losses were distributed as follows: leach
ing, 29.i%; precipitation and filtering, 27.2%; and 
stripping and regeneration, 43.7 ^„ 

During the first stages of testing'it was found that 
losses due to formation of cyanide, thiocyanate and 
feirrocyanide were hot serious; consequently, they 
were not determined routinely. However,-they are 
included in the above total cyanide "loss "because" 
they were accounted for in the final cyanide balance. 
• Consumption of otlier reagents per pound of' cop

per recovered were; lime, 2.06 lbs; spent sulfuric 
acid (75%), 3.60 lbs;.and sodium bisulfide, 0.099 lbs. 

Reagent costs per lb of recovered copper were 
about 94 to 10<)j dependirig upon shipping costs. 
B y altering the preserit,;flotation flowsheet so as,to . 
combine the cleaner flotation tails with- the coarser 
fraction of sand tails, the. amount of leach plant 
feed would be decreased to about 7000 tpd while the 
copper content would be raised to about 7 lbs per 
ton of sand. Reagent costs for a feed of this char
acter would still be aboiit 94-io 10^ per lb of cop
per recovered. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Use of'this process" to recover copper'from flota

tion tailings depends upon the following conditioiis" 
which prevail at White Pine; 

1) , The tailing to be leached possesses Jittle value, 
so far as conventional beneficiatipn processes are 
concerned, for other than road materiaL 

a) Recovery by flotation to produce smelter feed 
appears to be at its economic limit. 

b) The amount of .acid-soluble raaterial and lack 
of pyrite in the flotation tailings makes conventional 
acid-ferric sulfate or bacterial leaching unattractive. 

c) Ammonia leaching of cuprous sulfide is ineffec
tive compared with extraction by cyanide, 

2) Preparation of feed for leaching is inexpen
sive. 

a) No ;'gTiriding of larger sizes is required to make 
copper available for leaching in a limited time. 

b) Removal of fines to obtain necessary flow 
characteristics of the leach bed is easily accdm-
plished. 

3) Cppper is rapidly soluble and contamihants 
are not. 

4) Washing'is. rapid and thorough. 
Reagent costs per lb of copper are well-definedi 

Gperatingilabor costs,in a well-instruraented plant 
should compare with those in a conventional plant. 
Maintenance costs should not be, excessive. How
ever, capital costs per ton pf material treated wiU • 
be high; a 7000-tpd cyanide.plant may cost $1300 to 
$1400 per ton compared to $600 to $1000 per ton 
for a flotation plant of the same capacity! 

Ecpnomic analysis indicates that an otherwise 
valueless feed inaterial containing- as little as 7 lbs 
of copper per ton is potentially profitable when 
treatedin a 7000-tpd plant. a = 
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.;,;';,' The pace of insitu tnining must rapidly accelerate if the,..." ;f j 
('•^US is to continue to compete in world markets for metallic^ •!, 

"ores and fossil fuels:" In recent years, in situ techniques '',\ 
have found an increasing number of applications, partic- •' 

• ularly in copper.recovery. Some well-known in situ opera-. ' 
•-•'tions include: '" ' ' ' ' ' ''!•'•• •' •' .— 
' • Cities Service Co.'s Miami mine in Miami, Ariz., 

• Ranchers Exploration and Development Co.'s Old . 
Reliable and Big Mike mines located near Maramoth^ 
Ariz., and Winnemucca, Nev., respectively, and 
• McAlester Fuel Co.'s Zonia operations, near Kirkland 
Junction, Ariz. ' • 

In situ mining research is also being conducted by the 
• US Bureau of Mines and Duval Corp. at the Sierrita pit, 

south of Tucson, Ariz. Kennecott Copper Corp. and the 
Energy Research and Development Administration 
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(ERDA) are coh tin ning R & D efforts in the, ftpplicatLon 
of nviclear blasting, 'to- riicpver in, situ coppei'. Finally; 
ERD,,.'V is conducting an in, situ coa.l gLisiJicatipn.'"CM,prerinic'nt 
.near pil,ieL'te, \V)'p, Her'e, tli'e Ibng-tcrm .-goal i.v ,t'o •viicpvcr 
trietliane from sub-biluniiiious coals I'IOEII a cleptli tif 910 iii 
(3opoft) , • : 

Pros^and Cons df in Situ Mining 
lAesouvces thai' bantfot. be -recoverecl liy cOI-|^'entional 

rnining methods can he evaluateid for p'ossil:>le recovery hy 
in situ m'ininsi. Utili'/.ation ot these- metiiods allows a \\\<î \ 
clegve,e, ol' .r'ecovery w.ifli iriinima! eost aud labor,- Uii,-
fortuivately, ,.th_c same fa'(:,toi-,s tluvt l-yiildev conventional 
niethods dftcii preykitle in situ,.recovei'y-pro'gi'ams iitili'/,iiig 
cpnyentioii'al mining' method.^-. These- fact'or,s iuckidc: (,a] 
e.colugical 'impact; '(b.) slow ,finaii('.'iiil fetiirns; (c) a re-
so,ur,ce-body too deep to .strjp .for e.K'posure and fcagraenta--
tioti; (d) an uastiible formation, prohiliiting un.,dergT;jLiiii;l 
raining technicjuej; (:e..) e.\cejsive water I'etjui'i'ements; -and 
[i] clifRculty in Gonti:olling_t!_ie ,r,esoLi,rce recovery rne'dia. 

Fur[;iierm'pre, wliile a 4,.15-millibn-ton blast by th,e 
A'IcAlester Fuel. Co._, i:iicliGate_d,tliat.,c!rilling blastholes from • 
the suriace "was a valid concept, some shortconiing,s were 
identifiecl. Tiglit and black spots wevn loeated, thus 
preventing gptimum flow of the leach liquid; and the 
number bf blastlioles net'ded was costly, 

A review of thte results and pro Blums points dii:ectly. to 
situations that h '̂̂ 'e arisen in otlier drilling industries,, and 
thereby to solutibns ancl cpncepts derived frotii 'oil well 
andindustrial, drilling. 

What is In Situ Rotary Drilling? 
In its siniplest lorm, rotiiry-drilied in sitii mining .consists 

of blastholes: drilled into the resource body and loaded 
with sufficient explosive to .fragment the host rock by 
expanding: it into drilled void holes. Recovery liquids or 
gases are routed to the i;e,source' tlu-bugh drilled and cased 
.injection holes, and the liquid is retrieved froiii other 
drilled and cased recovery holes, 

Unfortunately, the equipment, techfiblogyj and ,ex-
pertise to, perform such a drillihg prognim ,can rarely be 
foundin mining organiihtions. For that matter,, the unique 
'.aspeGt of in situ drilling will tax tlVe other drilling indus
tries'as well, but the in situ planner can utilize'the fibilities 
of the. various drillirig intrustries, and the optioiis open to 
him an'd liis drilling g-.oiitrarctor-are'-pilictically viiiliinited. 
Failure; to conside,r new arid unusua,l techniques can 
condemn an in situ recoveiy program to; marginal sucpes.'; 
or outright irisolvency. 

Available Equipment and Technology 
Due to the comple.^ operational steps regiiired! for in 

situ recovery, tliere is not a drill on the marfet that caii 
fulfill all of the- requisites. Likevyise, -the downhole tools 
presently available are at best boi'derline for hardTrbck 
.applieatibiis. There is tiie expertise within the drill equip
ment companies tp develop specific: di'ills and downhole 
• tools j but as yet market ineentive.„has ndt appeared-. In the 
meantime; _t!]e."pn!y workable solution is'to,.modify e.icisting 
.equipment and substitute wherever possible-; 

Fo"i' sliiillow ill situ blastholes and'voids less'than' 180 m 
(600 ft) deep, tliere are several drill types, that can be, 
used us the basic riiachine, iiicluding conventional, blast-
liolQ,'"drills and watei' .u'ell drills of the IT.OOieat'e'gory; 

U.lasth'qle drills ,must ha upgraded in lidi.sting, steel 
breaking, and torque'foi' iii situ use. The water well,ma
chines have tg be-.altc^rc.d to acepnim'odiite larger diameter 

pipe, and need modification to facilitatelrapid movement 
Minr hole^ tri hoU;,; Both types need ,incieased air com
pressor capa'bility. 

The result of theses modifications is. a drill tliat caii prb-
dLVce.-a 27Q/mm-diarii {10%-in.') hole to depth,, with ade
quate air to underream a cliamber, and .still retain the 
mobility ofa blasthole^driU. 

These are costly a'daptations, and a drilling contractor 
iiiust be expected to recoup a reasdiiable return, because 
a drill thu.s modified is worthless for other contract ap
plications. Another obstacle facing contractors i,s the mate
rial and component .shpvtages needed to modify drills, 
Long/delivcry dates for structural steel and othe'r parts 
must he anticipated and prdgraitinied into the project 
tiii'iing. 

For deep in situ mining'below 180 m (600 ft)., the drill 
optiou.sxire more limited. While the oil well industry has 
de'v.e-.oped" tlie necessary "drills, these .Itnits cannot be 
moved rapidly. Gonstruction industry drills- in this clas.s 
are even more setreiitai'y, .Tliesfe drills can. be upgraded 
iiitb a inore mobile unit, but the cost is higli and the. o'ver-
all min hi g "plan must'be able to jusfify tlie modifications. 
The'doilar value of the resource dictates equipment lirnjta-
tibiis: and projeet feasibihty. 

Fig. 1—Failing's 3000 Series drill offers maximum on-site mobility 
for deep in situ mining applical-ions. 

Fig. 2—Tigre Tierro's.Aordvark 125 can produce holes.from horiiontai 
io yeili'ca\, while installing casing out to 300D ft . 
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Injection and Recovery Holes 
In ill any programs, tlic bla.sthole drill design will also be 

used for installing iiijecfeibii -and recovery casing'. In others, 
a conventional vvater well machine \vi!! suffice. Due tti the 
fraginijnted nature of the host roeks, casing installation 
will often require s^pecialized. raaishines such as surface 
percussion drills, which can drive the-casing while*-rotary 
drilling throiigh the broken rock; angle drills, capable of 
drilliiig from horizontal to veitieal holes, thus hitting the 
target from advantageous drill sites, or hitting a tiunibef of 
targets from a single site;, or iriternal casing drills that in
stall .the casing inside the drillpipe. With these; casing can 
be ill stal led through any formatioii. 

Idealizing an in Situ Drill 
The ideal iti situ drill would be a modular unit, fabri

cated so that the correct combinatipn of horsepower and 
air components eould be added or removed as needed. 
This concept has fpund wide ".'acceptance in the, oil indus
try, but has rarely been applied tp mine drilling. 

Ampng tbe rnany innovations that are npt being utilized 
in mining are.,three conijepts that have in S'itu drillihg ap-
phcabiiity; They are: 

Underreaming, or chambering—a useful method for 
special oil well .applications.. Existing tools are riot de
signed for continuous operation in abrasive: or hard-ro(;k 
drillings They are not selective; i;e., they could only be' 
used iri the, liple when ne'e ded. They are. also unable to 
expand ,to the desire,d diameter ratios. 

Even with all these drawbacks, chambering is theikey 
tb successful in rsitu drilling. While these tools are costly 
and have a short life, they'can,drastically reduce; the iium^ 
ber of loaded and void holes for a giveri project. Reduc
tion pf the nurhber of blastholes significantly cut's opera
tional time and reduces the nuiriber pf drill sites "and roads. 

Cliambering in spfter rpck such as, m'aiii'um sands with 
presently available '"drag-type" uriderreainers can effec
tively open ;a TlO-̂ mm (28-111.) cavity .from a 27.0-mm-
diam (lO-'A-in.) pilot hole. This order of magmt,ude ap
proaches the ratios needed for efficient in-situ drilling. 

Research'and develppment contiiiues for selective, hard
rock tools; It is anticipated that an adequate: ohamliering 
tool will 'arrive before -iii, .situ drills, Tri-State Oil TPOIS of
fers a production underreamer that pvercpmes many -op
erational problems inherent to hard-rock applicatipn. 
While at'present this fool can,only double the annular area 
of the blasthole, it is a significant step towards the devel-
opm'ent of a true tool;, and further im'proveinents are ex
pected. 

Dual-concentric drillpipe—while- fully developed, has, 
ript beeri completely accepted. It complements: in situ 
drilling by drastically lowering the- air vdlum'e require
ments needed to clean a large'bprehole :or chamber. By 
containing the,airflow dpwti'tp the bit and returning the 
air and Cuttings tbrpugli its inner tube, maximum air 
efliciency is attained^ .Since no air is returned up the out
side of the drill pipe, largc-diametei- pipe i,s ript needed, 
and drill lioisting/racking requirernents are dcGrea.iied, 

Dual pipe is mainly used fpr drilling bla,st and vpid 
holeS; but also, lends itself to hydrology and leach fluid 
testing. With its uniq.iie ;t on str uction, 'it pan aiilift th'e 
fluids tp the surface \yitliput pulling the drill pipe, running 
casing, or installing pumps. Thus, fluid testing can be ac
complished iu a single pass. 

Dual pipe is in short supply as,of Np.vember.1973,, aiid 
d'eliveiy time is about, eight - rnoiiths, with special sizes 
taking even longer. 

Dbvvnholetricone pcrcussiori—shpuld not be CPnfused 
with,the brdiiiary harairier drill. These large topis employ 
a Ipwer energy level than haniniers, \vhile. incorporating 
the efficiencies ef a tricone roekbit. They have double the 
penetration rates,through hard.rpck, yet rhaintain suitable 
rates thrpugh soft pr broken matei'ial. These bits can be 
rented Irorii'se.veraloil field supply companies. 

Other dpw'uhple tddls tliat shpuld also be considered 
include directional control systems and pressure, grouting 
tools. Directional cbtitrp] systems enaljle the driller to 
maintain a strajgh t hole or "deviate" the hple tp a specific 
target, as needed. This can be accomplished with calcu
lated pJacijrhent-of Stabilizers above the drill bit .and with 
motprized rock bits (see Fig. 6) , High-pre.ssure grouting, 
tp prevent unwanted waterflows or loss, lias reached a very 
sophisticated level. This service is available from many ce
menting cdinpariies. that aisp offer hydraulic fracturing 
services. While hydraulic fracturing appears to have sbm ê 
inisrit as an in situ technique, it has no means for direc
tional flow control. 

Selecting a Circulation Media 
Any drilliiig riicthod is only as good as its abilityto re-

mp\'e the cuttings frpin the bprehple and cool th'e rock bit 
or tbbls: .Selection of a correct circulatipn media is dic
tated by the. rock formation, the equipment available, ac
cess t o water, .and prpgi-am time schedules'. The general 
classifications;of circulatipn fluids are: 

Drilling mud—a mixture of bentonite and water, usu
ally with other additives. Best when di-illing iii adverse 

Fig, 3—A field proven hardrock underreomer developed by Tr i -
Stote Oil Tool Industries, Inc. produces o chomber double the annu
lar area of the blasthole.. 
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{oittvations such as \yater-sensitive shales. It has the slow
est penet rati on'rate! 

Water.—less costly than mud, but risky in all,but the 
most stable- form ations. It is subject to loss in low-psj 
zoiie's, bu.tis faster tlidn mud. 

Aerated fluid—air injeGted intp mud or water. It re;-
duces hydrostatic head at the bit, thereby reducing fluid 
loss tp formation. Its use, lecjuires a ,[o°w-VPlui'ne', liigh-
pressure air cpmpressprin addition tppuinp and fiuid, aiid 
it has faster penetratiPn than water. 

Foam—a strange cPncdctipti of vvater, bentonite, fpam-
-ing agents, .guar gum,, and inhibitors. Pumped slowly and 
aerated, the result is a slow-moving fpam resembling', an 
aerosol sliave cream. A verv eflective system for larffe^ 
dianieter drilling, it is faster than aerated, fiujd, biit-caiiiidt 
be recycled and in some cases, is not bipdegradable. 

Mist drilling—when conveli tio tial air drilling encoun
ters darnp, sticky fonnations or actual 'water'flows, sinall 
quantities of foaming agents, water, arid inhibitors are; in
jected with the air," It requires a small, higli:pressure-
pump in addition tp higli-'V'ohtm'e iiir compressbfs, and is 
faster than foam drilling. 

Air—When'drilling cdndifions permit, straight air drill
ing is the ultimate drilling: eircuUition systerii, having the 
best penetration rate. There is no water to haul, chemicals 
to buy, dr pumps fo maintain-. The economic-value of air 
decreases as hole 'si?;ps.increase. For kirge-diaiheter h'bles, 
compressed air in conveiitioiial systems is costly. UST 
iing a 114-mm (4iV^-in,) diiii assembly, it only takes 25 m^/ 
mih (900 scfm) to drill a 200.-nrm-diam ('T%-in,) blast-

''•V-.̂ i r^ '̂'. ^; - -j ̂ ' ; fe - r J: u --TlTyW-;?-'^:^--^ - ^ l y ^ •:•.'•:.:•::'-'• 

Fig, 4^WQ(ker-Neer's "Con-cor" drilling process employs duol-con-
centric drillpipe thot reduces oir voiume requirements and is s'uitod 
for hlost- ond yoid-hole produetion. 

Fig. 5—Downhole tricone, pcrcussiDri fool ffpm Ingersoll-Rand's Com
pression Services boasts lower energy requirements and comparable 
penetration rotes, when matched with conifentional rotory driliing. 
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Fig. 6—Dyno-Drill, developed by Smith Infernafional, utilizes a direc
tional control system that enoblcs the driller to mainloin a straight 
hole or deviate the hole to a specific target as needed. 

hole, hut 142 m^'/min (5000 scfm) to drill a 445-mi-n-diam 
(171/2-in.) blasthole. 

Air, like all other factors affecting in situ drilling, must 
be evaluated according to its merits and shortcomings. 

The Right Combination 
While a wealth of techniques, tools, and services are 

available to improve in situ drilling, the favorable aspects 

of each occasionally detract from the effect of the others. 
Thus a careful evaluation of the costs and effects of each 
component and its effect on other components is neces
sary. A technique that complements one drill assembly 
will not necessarily improve a different drill a.ssembly. 
Likewise, a combination of tools and techniques that is 
optimum for one in situ mining system may be totally in
effective for another. 

Taking an extreme example, chambering with jet pierc
ing was the salvation of the taconite industry a few years 
back. Attempts at utilizing jet piercing in other hard-rock 
mining operations were costly failures. Now it appears 
that a modified form of jet piercing could be an answer 
to chambering for oil shale in situ retorting, due to the 
spallable chai'acteristics of the marlstone combined with 
the combustion of the kerogen components. In effect, a 
technirpie acceptable for extremely hard rock was inade
quate for hard rock, but' excellent for soft rock. There is 
no universal rule for finding the correct combination of in 
situ equipment and techniques. Each in situ rnining pro
gram must be carefully examined. All applicable data 
must be utilized, such as core and sample drilling records, 
hydrology, topography, and geology. Ideally, a pilot pro
gram would be drilled; detonated, sampled, produced, and 
evaluated before a production drilhng program is initiated. 

If in situ mining is to become a major mining method, 
it cannot wait for equipment development. Effective pro
grams can be accomplished now with innovative drill pro
gram and erjuipment planning. Even though the state of 
the art of• drilling and chambering has not reached thei 
level required, it is adequate and will improve as demand 
continues. The benefits of a drilled program can justify a' 
reduced level of effi.ciency by eliminating all underground 
manpower and equipment. Even programs that utilize un
derground mining methods can benefit from some degree' 
of suriace drilling. In some cases, drilling in conjunction 
with underground mining is the only answer. i 

In situ drilling is not new. The vast sulfur programs inj 
Texas ancl Louisiana are a prime example: they were de
veloped almost entirely with oil well drilling technology.; 
The chambered drill hole'gives us access to ores that have, 
been condemned by all other methods. The pure in situ 
project does not fear strip mining bills or other unreason
able controls. 
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WAYS TO INCREASE NOgl-FERROUS METALS EXTRACTION 
DURING HYDROMETALLURGICAL PROCESSING OF PYRRHOTITE-CONTAINING CONCENTRATES 

UDC 669.243 

T. N. Matevich, V. I. Goryachkin, A. I. Slavskaya, M. I. Mantsevich, and A. S. Ladygo •--

•I 
The autoclave technology in the first stage of the Nadezhda Metallurgical Plant at j 

the Noril'sk Mining and Metallurgical Combine provides for dumping most of the iron in." 
the raw material in the form of neutralized hydrated pulp, which is the principal fac
tor in losses of valuable constituents [1]. Compared with standard pyrometallurgical ; 
technology used for copper-nickel ores, hydrometallurgical processing of pyrrhotite 
concentrate containing (in %) 2-3 Ni, 0.5-1.2 Cu, and > 0.1 Cu (with an Fe-Ni ratio of 
> 16) substantially reduces the amount of non-ferrous metals lost with the waste prod- . 
ucts [2]. Nevertheless, the. losses of Ni, Cvi, and Co remain high, amounting to-i- 3.5 .; 
2.0, and 0.3-0.6 kg respectively per ton of waste iron. .•;! 

Improving the technology by including a sorption stage in the scheme, practically ,J 
eliminates losses of non-ferrous metals with the solutions; the main subject of atten- , 
tion was therefore the reduction of the metal content of solid matter in the waste 'h 
tailings. ^ 
No provision was made in the Nadezhda Plant first stage for processing the iron » 

tailings by generally-knov/n methods [3] to obtain commercial iron with final extrac- |; 
tion of the valuable constituents, because it involves a substantial capital outlay 
and difficulty in rendering the gaseous and liquid production waste harmless and off
ers little economic advantage under the specific condicions prevailing at that enter- ; 
prise. Ths greatest potential for increasing non-ferrous metals extraction therefore \ 
lies in improving process schedules in the principal operations provided for in the 
design (oxidizing leaching, aggregation of sulfur and sulfides into granules, flotation 
etc.) II]. '(, 

Examination of the forms in which the non-ferrous metals occur in the initial pyrr-. 
hotite concentrate indicates that a high extraction rate is possible. ; 

The nickel content of the ore concentrate pyrrhotite fraction fluctuates from 2.2 to 
7.7% and the copper content reaches 5.3% [4]; the percentage content of metals isomor-
phically included in the pyrrhotite lattice is 0.03-0.04 Ni, 0.03-0.08 Co, and 0.01-0.5 
Cu (5] . A comoaratively small amount of nickel is linked with the non-ore minerals .; 
J4, 6, 7]; the'magnetite contains 0.08-0.1% Ni and 0.005-0.008% Co which, according to. 
J6], are included in its composition isomorphically. | 
A study of the composition of waste tailings samples from laboratory and pilot-plant 

flotation experiments using chemical, .mineralogical, x-ray microspectral, phase, and -j 
other methods of analysis^ reveals the following distribution of nickel, copper, and i. 
cobalt among the constituents: from 10 to 185 is linked with gangue minerals and mag-;-
netite, up to 20% is in water-soluble compounds, and •%, 70%" of the losses of each metali 
is attributable to oxidized forms and natural and secondary sulfides. Films of iron ;. 
oxides were found to be present on the unextracted sulfide surfaces, rarely reaching 1 
several microns in thickness. In most cases, the films are much thinner and can be de
tected only by precise methods (ESKhA electron diffraction) [8]. | 
Studies have shown that the extraction of nickel, copper, and cobalt is governed to'! 

a great extent by the conditions in the principal operation: oxidation of the initial, 
concentrate aqueous pulp by oxygen in the autoclave. ] 
The results of experiments with leaching of the initial concentrate in water, foll

owed by flotation of the oxidized pulp, show that the tailings copper and nickel con-• 
tent drops to 0.10-0.15% as the extent of pyrrhotite decomposition and the leaching , 
tiir.e increase (̂to 5-6 hr) . This is caused by passage of the metals into solution, j 
and also by a gradual improvement in the floatability of the sulfides due to the -
probable elimination of oxide films and formations from their surfaces. Sulfide sur-^ 
face passivation develops rapidly during the initial period of oxidation at a solution 
pH> 4.0. As a rule, 80-90% oxidation of pyrrhotite in concentrate of typical coirpo- '" 
sition reduces the losses of each metal with solid matter in the tailings to 3-5%. '' 
According to sedimentometric analysis, there is a sharp increase in the proportion ^ 

of copper and nickel in the fine tailings classes (< 10 y) when the extent of concen-^, 
trate decomposition increases; this is apparent from the Figure. It is significant 
that the content of these raetals in the fine classes is also higher than in the coarse 
classes; this trend is particularly clear in the finest tailings fractions; thus, one" 

• i 

— ' - i 
^The study was conducted with the direct participation of staff from Gintsvetmet- E 
I. Bogoslovskaya, V. A. Kukoev, K. D. Leont'eva, V. 
L. G. Samokhvalova. 
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Effect of Sulfate Additions in Oxidizing Leaehing* of 
Pyrrhotite Goncentrate Upon the-Level of Nori-Ferrous 

Metal Losses with the Waste Tailings 

M 

n 

A d d i t i o n s 

Wi thout , a d d i t i o n s , ; . - . . . ..>;,... . . . , 
H i S O i , - s i of c o n c e n t r a t e , m a s s . . . . v , . , , . . , . 
MgSOb, up, t o 10 g / l i t e r .Mg^'*-.., . . . , . 

•'FeSOi., up t o 2 0 ' g / l i t e r .Fe^ + .., . , , . . , 
S o l u t i o n of f o l l b w i n q c o m p o s i t i o n - , g / l : 

8.S -Ni, 2S.'6 F e , 86 7 SOi . . . . ' . " . . . . . . . 

Percer- . tage i n 
f l o ' t a t i o ' n t a i -
l i . i g s (.'soli'd, o f ; 

,NI 

0,22 
0,12 
0,13 
Qil4 

Oip4 

So 

0,020 
0,015 
0:015 
0,015 

0,010 

Sp. l o s s e s w i t h 
- f l o t a t i o n - t a i 1 -
i n g s s o l i d ' (Jtg/ 
' t . w a s t e i r o n j b ' f 

Ni 

4,1 
2,8 
2.-5 
2,6 

0,75 

Co 

0,37 
0,30 
0,28 

• 0,28 

0,19 

&B 

m 

t c 711. 'SH ?fl' JM 
Degree of p y r r h o t i t e 

^ddcoinposition, -% 

*Eeaching coniait'ionE: .t ,= l lOJC, POi = 5 atm-TT = 3 hr TT,•̂ ^̂  = ^ ^ 
t r a t e -compos i t ion , * : .2-2. 5 - ^ 1 , ' o . 6-1 .6 ' ' cu! s l - S e Fe 30 33 ^ J i ^ ^ * ? ^ " " 
by ^the rou t ine provided in the des ign : [ I K ^ ' Sf ' f l o t a t i o n 

of the samples of repre.sentative composition con
tained, •the following (in .%') : 

Eraction 
,; < 5 um. ... . ,..,, .,. . 

< 1 pm....... .i . .1 
< 1. Jim*. ....,....... 

Cu. 
0.09 
0 .18 
0.4 0 

Ni 
0 .-46 
0.50 
0-60 

.Content g C2,. 3X and d i s 
t r i b u t i o n E ( 1 , 41 'd t 
n i c k e l (a) and copper Cb'} 
I n pu lp f l o t a t i o n t a i l 
ings a f t e r l e a c h i n g p y r r 
h o t i t e c o n c e h t r a t e . 
F r a c t i o n , jim: 

1., .3., - -10; - 2 , 4 r- +20. 

Coating the walls of the vessel, a*̂ .-
erage- particle size fractions bf a micron. 

The following methods, which can be implemented in 
stage I at the plant, were tested for final extrac
tion of non-ferrous metais from th'e tailings; 
- cehtrifuging with quartz sand as the abrasive ad

ditive at SO.'.C and mixing for 1 hour? 
- contact with molten sulfur at the;- rate of 100% of 

solids weight at 140-17.0'^C for 1 hour; 
- releaching at leCc,: ? 0 '.= 5 atm; for 1 hr. 

Processing a sample of tailings containing 0.14% Cu and 0.4i5% Ni showed that consec
utive application of, these operations reduced the copper and, hickel content to O.Ql 
and 0.13%, respectively., Centrifuging with sand released 28;6% Cu and 13.1% Ni into 
the .solution, contact with molten siilfur extracted 4'2.8,%/Gu and l9.5% ,Ni into the sul
fur granule, and releaching extracted 21,5% Cu and 39.-1% Ni into the solution. Cobalt 
extraction, was a't the same level as nickel extraction. The total extraction after the 
threie operations was '^93% Cu and 73% Ni for thl-s'sample-of tailings. 

Pulp flotation after centrifuging with sand reduces me.tal losses with the tailings 
soaewhat, but the concentrate obtafned contains a considerable amount of iron oxides. 
Similar results were obtained in flotation, of tailings.pulp following treatment with 
•and arid molten sulfur. 
•It is apparent from the results .given in the TaBle that acidifying the solution 

prior to leaching'or adding, irbn and magnesium sulfates to it isubstantially improves 
the composition of the oxidized pulp flotation tailings in terms df nickel and cobalt;, 
this factor has comparatively little effect upon copper extraction. As in leaching 
in vater, t f i e leanest tailings — wit]^ respect to non-ferrous metals content -- dorr-. 
-«spond to maxijnuin, pyrrhotite decbmposltidn. 

Thus, the nickel and copper lost with the tailings are in the forni of sulfides, 
.*f**-e^-soluble sulfates, 'a'nd also secoridary oxidized relatively insoluble compounds. 
Y^er ,50% Of nbn^ferrbu's metals losses aire attributable to sulfides; no more than 15% 
C^ arid Ni is lost with, the gangue, while, the water-soluble compounds account for 7-30% 
c all losses.-; As a rule, the sulf ides are covered with films of oxidized compounds 
y ^ c h iitipede their flota^tiOn. Most of the, non-ferrous metals are lost with .the fine 
inning a. classes (-< 10 U ) , which contain increased amounts of copper and nidk^l. 

Iiicreasing the extent of' pyrrhotite decomposition during leaching helps to reduce 
*̂*î «,s of CuV N i , and Co with the tailings. ' ., 
,T|J® following step.s are recommended as- ways to reduce the losses of these metals 
Ith thp solid matter in irbn tailings:* 
'•-addition of sulfate ion Cin the .form of sulfuric acid,' recirculating^ oxidized 

P^iP.. and solutions cohtainihg iron and magnesium sulfa'tes) to'the pulp at the oxidi-
|Utg leach stage at the rate df over 0.5% Of the initial concentrate mass, pyrrhotite 
yicowposition being at -least 80%;- " '.: " 

•Ĵ e initial solid solids,' sample from ;the tailings .contained. 0.1% Cu and 0.14% Ni. 
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- aggregating sulfur and sulfides from the oxidized pulp into granules in the ab
sence of an oxidizing agent at temperatures up to 160-170"'C. 
These measures will reduce the percentages in the waste tailings as follows: to 

0.04-0.1 Ni, to 0.010 Co, and to 0.02-0.05 Cu, which amounts to 1.6, 0.2, and 0.8 kg 
of each metal per ton of iron removed respectively. 
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• •0 ' ° i 
will be incurred on research .work; 

l« million on general expenses and working 
5rdtal; SSS mili'oi^ on construction con-
^ ^ and equipment j and 8iO million, on 
^ J ^ t interest charge's. The; 855 million 
' . capital works is apportioned.- as to 
Sj,5 million on .wharves and loading 
.^liticsi SsrS.million bo surface works arid 

^^BTient plant, af the mine; S7 millioii on 
w-is, machinerjfj etc.-; 85:3 rnillion on 
itectric power statioo; ahd S5-'6 million on 
ijmsing and personal services by the tithe 
^ project is completed, 

TThe capital- will be provided as- follows; 
ito'l fiillicin representing the capital of the 
(^pagnie des Pousses du Congo; 825-9 
_3jign by advances from the company's' 
A,rcholdets; and loans frpin three financial 
^nitions amounting to S45 rnillion, of 
g^h.the World Bank will provide 830 
^ion, the European Bank :for Investment 
•to miUion and the Banque Nationalie' de 
hits'86 million. 

Winning of Useful Elements from Minerals 
by Leaching Underground* 

T N Nature, the processes of leaching'of 
different elements from rocks has been 

widely developed by flp.wirig water 
underground. And it is now well known 
that certain bacteria are geological 
agents; which transform minerals. By 
artificially creating analogous conditions 
within ah ore deposit it is possible to 
leach some mineral deposits in situ.-

Underground leaching implies selective 
solution ahd transport by water or other 
solvents inpying within an ore layer. 
The circulation.of solvents through the 

•This article first appeared in full 'lii.Gormy Zhottrnat, 
January 1967. 
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pores and fissures' of an ore layer takes 
place by the action of a special system of 
forcing and drainage. ' 

Most ofthe tasks in the hydro dynam îes-
of underground leaching can be solved' 
on the basis of the -existing theories of 
the elasticity of a- bed ^worked out by 
.M. Maskatovj V. N. Shelkatchev, N. N., 
Veriguiri, M, D, Miilionshikov and 
others). Most of the -problems in the 
kinetics of leaching can be solved on the 
basis of the already developed theory lOf 
.filtration-^polution of the dispersed 
material in sandy-clayey or fissured 
rocks. 

It is known that in dissolyiiig under
ground salts by seeping waiet} regular 
stages'qcctir, and a residue is left. 

Underground leaching opens wide 
possibilities for complex extraction from 
ores. All the valuable eornponents in the 
orebody can be recovered eiiiher 
simultaneously or successively. 

This mediod of working rnineral 
deposits is already profitable, even for 
recoveriiig metals aiid. other; valuable 
components from pillarsj mine wastes 
anti lean, ores, as "well as in winning 
particular ore blocks with specially 
difiicult water conditions. -

Recovery of copper by underground 
leaching has industrial significance in 
U.S.A., Mexico, Japan and the U.SiS.R. 
The cost of copper oblained by this 
inethod is one third 10 one fifth of that 
by underground: mining and. smejting of 
ore.- In theU.S.SiR.j reliable experience 
of leaching this, rnetal lias accumulated 
in the mining, areas of Degtiarskiy, 
Suselskiy, and elsewhere. The ore was 
leached through holes driOed.from the 
surface. However, the recovery of copper 
by this'method hasnot'widely expanded. 
Recovering copper from Permian sand
stones on the west slopes of the Urals 
has been given priority in the U.S.S.R; 
Plans for this work have been available 
for, a long time. 

World annual Output of rdck salt by 
solution rtiining^is 25 to 30 million ton. 
In the U.S.S.R. and Bulgaria, the cost 
of rock salt obtained by this "method is 
one tenth that of conventional methods. 

Corrtbimd. Methods 
The physical-chetriical and micro-

biplpgical tnethpds for -winning some 
metals and otheiTi substances can com
plement each other and be combined 
with conventional miningj For eiample, 
it is possible to successfully combine 
washing the ore pm thrpugh bo reholes with 
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Icachingj or. to combine' tmderground 
leaching with driliing artd blasting, or 
underground leaching virith microbio-
jpgical methods.. 

Existing. pilans and research results 
^ovi that undergroimd leaching, with 

"'the ore brokep in situ by nuclear blasts 
gppears profitable even with large low 
rtade deposits. For !e>^mple, in the 
U.S.A., it has been estimated that it is 
already ecpnomic to work copper deposits 
•̂JUJ less than 0'5 per cent copper i f the 

oie tSserves exceed lo .million ton. 

• The intensity of Ieaching and the 
^ d e of recovery, can lae substantially 
vocreased by iiitrdducing appropriate 
bacteria into the solvent directed to 'the 
ate layer. 'Micro-organisms are known 
diat accelerate'the.processes,of oxidation 
gnd dissolving of metals and other useful 
niinetais by lo to 20 times, or more. 

Types of • bacteria ha've been obtained 
ffbifi enable up to 70 per cent of the 
metal to be recovered from sulphide 
ores of copper, cobalt and iron. Methods-
oust fpr recovering molybdenum and 
anc from sulphide and oxidised ores by 
bacteria, also'for removal of iron <from 
ferrous titanium ores. In Yugoslavia, 
micro-organisms have been used for 
dissolving the uranium minerals. Micro
biological ,sdlutioii methods Have also, 
pven positive results in winniiig •cobalt,, 
copper, uranium arid otherrel^ents from 
low-grade ores. In the U.S.S.R., tests 
are being made for adopting thionine 
tecteria to intensify a solutioti action on 
rapper-sulphide .minerals, 

:'^'— 
Chemical Methbds 

The recovery of useful minerals by 
.demical'and physical methods, is ofteti 
tower than .in undergroimd mining. But 
this is temporary, because to date much 
too little attention has been paid to 
Kudying, Tdeveloping and improving 
tclution mining methbds. 
•:-Si^ ' . . 

.An aiudysis of the* experience and the 
ttsults of the researches brings out the 
Mowing technical layouts for under^ 

" pound leaching of difTerent deposits: 

Fig. I- System of 
vertical or inclined 
bbrehoks for pres
sure and discharge. 
Ij 2 = water.resis-
tdnts;. 3 = .water
bearing horizon/ 4 
= .ore bed,- 5 = 
discharge borehole;. 
6 = pressure bore

hole. 

— O/— 

o — o — 

1 

(i) 

(ii) 

Different 
inclined 
borehole's 
(I'ig. I). 
Rows of 

systems of vertical or 
pressure and discharge 
' drilled from the surface 

pressure and discharge 
boreholes; but cormected'into drain 
rows placed along the ore layCT. 

(iii) Working,shallow deposits by means 
of irrigation and drainage channels 
OT-drifts. 

'(iv) Underground layouts with a system 
of rooms and boreholes drilled froni 
them, 

(v) Underground layouts with- pre
liminary loosening of the.ore blocks 
intended for leaching, usiiig nuclear 
or convetitional blasting with' storage 
pf'ore (Fig.-z), 

(vi).Combined iajybuts consisting, of 
•';5'tmderground drainage" rooms and 

pressure boreholes drilled from the 
surface (Fig. 3). 

The choice of the layouts for under
ground leaching dispends entirely 

' Magasine-^Februqry 1966, Fo/, 118, Wo. 2 

on the depth of' the deposit and on 
the"' geplogical J tectonic and hydro-
geological conditions; 

•̂ F̂br deep iriineral, deposits it is evi-
dentiy more rational to leach by pressure 
and discharge boirehbles drilled from 
the surface., From the point of view of 
underground hydraulics in sedimentary 
deposits composed of sandy-clayey rocks; 
methods (i) and (ii) are more profitable 
with forcing arid drainage holes in rows. 
Adoption of a ring-shaped leaching. 
system must be liniited to deposits with 
orebodies of small, separate layers. 

According to the' movement of the" 
solvent vrithin the orebody, chosen to 
suit the type of the deposit, its perme
ability, structure and special features,"" 
the fodowing techhical layouts,for under-
ground.leachingl are found: 

(i) w i t h continuous action J 
(25 With pulsating aciion; 
(3) Gombined layout. 

Fig. '2. Layout of underground hacking of 
useful nnnerahAn.chambers.! — ore'hed; 
2 =; shaft; 3 = block of loosened ore being 
subject,tt! leaching; 4 — flow of filtrated 
solutions; 5 = suVlevel drift for collectitig 
solutions; 6 = room for receivingsdlutions; 
7 = absorption columns and other enrich
ment equipment for exirdcting-tnetals from 
solutions; 8 = room for receiving fresh 
soJvent;g = equipment fof preparing the 
salvehi'; io = pipes for fet^ding: the solvent 
for irrigation; TI = pipes for feeding fresh 
reagent; 12' = pipe for irrigatcir; 13 = 

host rock. 
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fig, 4. Laboratory eguipment for studying undergroimd leaching. 
[ = filtration tievice; 2 = high pressure container; 3 = water 
KidSuring glass; 4 = flask with compressed niirifgen; 5 = fedticirtg 
r^veii. 6 = container for selection of filtrate; 7 = electrodes for 
measuring Fl, caid p H ; i = buff er container ; g — retieiiiing conttiiner ; 
[0^= connecting hoses; 11 = collecting container; 12 = mano-
nitter; 13 = t/jree-tiiay CM&JM4 = places for sampling. 

Fig..3, right. Combined system consisting cif vertical boreholes for 
pTSisure and drainage of drifts and tirdsscuts. 
1 = pressure boreholes; 2 = drainage drifts; 3 = shaft; 4 = wqter-
niisting rocks;. 5 = water-bearing harison; 6 = ore bed. 

* In the layout for continuous action, 
the maximum development of convective 

^V-aching is secured. It is mainly adopted 
iin deposits "with a high content of leach-

iblernaterial, and a characteristic oxidising 
geochemical medium. Possible solvents 
for.leaching are: fresh natural waters, 
water-gas mixtures, acid solvents (o-S -

; 3 per cent) and carbonate solutions. 
! .Accelerators introduced into the, splyept 

include air, Oji CO2, NO2 and others, 
For the same puipose, gas can be blown 
through the deposit, according to the-
system gas - solvent - gas j heating the 

> deposit is also possible. 

Leaching of demerits directiy from an 
ore bed, apart froth the-ore composition, 
is greatiy affected by the compo-
1 ition of the roof and foot wall, as well 
IS by the chemical composition of undet-
rraund waters confined to the ore layer 
ind its country rock. For this reasbn, 
the solvent,; when percolating through an 
ore body, will always contain more 
components than the sarne solvent in 
hydrometallurgical processing for 
example. 

The type of mineralisation and the 
rarnposition of orebodies is often very 
'̂jriable. Therefbrej the technical para

meters of undergirbund leaching must
s' determined by laboratory and field 

• 'iivestigations for each orebody. The 
iiyout of a laboratory installation for 
•determining the parameters (coefficients 
of convective and diffusion leachingi.etc.) 
*s weUas the hydrodynamic parameters 
«|f an ore bed (piezoconductivity, conr 
-uctivity) is shown in Fig. 4. This 
tosialiation has been successfully applied 
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Ecpnpmic'results of winning useful minerals using-various 

Working inethod 

Conventional system of under
ground, mining (driUing, blast
ing, mechanical loading and 
haulage) 

Underground mining of s-ulphur 
by smelting and raising it by-air
lift 

Underground leachirig of copper 
in b Jo^s mined oiit 

Underground dissolving salt 
through boreholes drilled from 
the surface-

Underground leachiug sedimen-
ary deposits of rare e lement 

Uriderground leaching non-
industrial copper deposits (up to 
0-5 per cent Cu) with,loosening^ 
oie; blocks by nudear blasts 

Working sedimeritaiy deposits of 
rare- elements by a rombined, 
method — washing out and leach-

•ifig through boreholes drilled 
from the surface. 

Underground Inching .of copper 
by bacterial sb lv^ ts 

Underground leachirig sedltnoi-
ary uranium deposits 

Relative 
cost of 

winning 
i ton 

I 

0-3-0-5 

0-2-0-4 

Occasion
ally 

0-2-0'3 

0^5-075 

0-6-0-75 

0-3-6-5 

Up-to Oris 

q-3-0-5 

Relative 
intensity 

of wiiining 

I 

Over I 

0'3-o-5 

U p to 0'5 

Over I 

Over I 

Over I 

1-6 

methods?' 

Recovery of user 
ful substances 

from depth 
(per cent) 

Real 

75-9° 

Possible 

Up.to 98 

U p to.30 

Up to 70 

3-1:0 

U p to 70 

40 

During 
36 days 
76 per. 

cent 

• During 
550 days 

66^per 
cent 

U p to 80 

U p to 30 

Up to" 90 

U p to 80 

Up to 8c 

80-90 

Comments 

According 
to A. V, 
Baudko 

According 
tb sources 
from 
U.S.A. 

The same 

Thesarne 

According 
to the 
laboratory 
-work of 
K. N. 
Ivanov 

'According 
to sources 
from 
U.S.A. 

u 
i^t'Z. 

• C : : 

• G : : 

'!_ '̂  *> 
* ^ i • 

1 1 ^ - "•» 

!,.'_, i 
f-r. :s ; 
u- 7 . 

• ~ : • - ' ' 

?> i 
ci'^U. 

* The results achieved ih underground mining are indicated by.ioo per cent. 
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in the U.S .S .R . for investigating ore 
deposits . Dete rmina t ion of an oxidising-
reduc ing m e d i u m within an ore bed has 
the highest significance in the problem 
of undergro imd leaching. T h e presence 
of a reducing medium- within a bed to 
be leached, for example, can point at 
the need for oxidising agents. 

Unde rg round leaching and solution 
can be impeded by two natural factors: 
low penneabi l i ty to water of the ore bed 
and the presence of tectonically fissured 
zones causing excessive leakage of the 
solvent. But the effect of these factors 
can be greatly reduced or eliminated by 
installing hydrodynamic grout cur ta ins , 
loosening of ore layers by conventional 
or nuclear blasts, etc. 

M o s t mineral deposits are in water 
bear ing horizons. Therefore , it is usually 
necessary to investigate in detail the 
interrelationship of the ore layer or its 
water bearing horizon wi th adjacent 
aquifers. I n this way leakages in or out 
of the leached bed are prevented. 

Desp i te the economical and technical 
advantages, no more than 2 - 3 per cent 
of ores th roughout the world are won 
by using physical-chemical and micro
biological methods . 

A . I . K A L A B I N , Doctor of Geological 
and Mineralogical Sciences. 

Abstracts 

G E O L O G Y 

LAG AAY, R. A. and others. Seismic 
profiling in the North Sea basin. Geologic en 
Mijnboutu, October, 1967. 

Seismic sections of the upper sedimentary 
layers of an isochron map of the base 
Tertiary in the southern part of the North 
Sea basin are presented. They are the 
result of an instrument testing programme 
with an air gun profiler. Several structural 
features of the Cenozoic can be correlated 
with the geology of adjacent areas. An 
important aspect of the formation of the 
North Sea basin is the differential sagging, 
leading to the formation of sub-basins that 
shift in time. (English text.) 

M I N I N G 

HAIBACH, O . Investigations with regard 
to precision of lines of value and charac
teristic lines in mine plans. Bergbauwissen-
schaften, October, 1967. 

Form-descriptive lines of value are applied 
in mining maps, sections and plans. As a 
rule, new values and characteristic lines are 
derived from the lines of vertical distance 
(contour lines, isohypses). These charac-

V best. Thi 
. ventilati 
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jst efficier 
incd and c 

A Survey of the Literature ^ ^ ^ M ' 
iulating 
Jjuust c; 

teristic figures have to be investigated |»en of th 
their applicability in practice. This is doncP' r̂crpoTi 
means of a reference plane, similar lo"' *'^ 
tectonic plane, the mathematical elcmcj 
of which are precisely known. By comparsM •*^^ ' 
with mathematical values or values foi^''^ app 
in the practical drawing of mine maps lij., nibet 
plans, the errors to be expected are identii '̂ 
as a function of the density of points ia aO;. the j 
scalar field. The result of investigationi "wa'ions 
good. (German text.) .at .1 an 
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COMMISSIONER OF MINES 
G O V E R N M E N T O F J A M A I C A 

Qua l i f i ca t ions : A qual i f ied m i n i n g eng inee r w i t h expe r i ence in the 
a d m i n i s t r a t i o n of M i n i n g L a w s a n d R e g u l a t i o n s . 

D u t i e s : ( A ) R e s p o n s i b l e for the efficient o p e r a t i o n of the funct ions 
— of the D e p a r t m e n t of M i n e s t o e n s u r e t h a t m a x i m u m 

benefits a r e secu red f rom the I s l a n d ' s m i n e r a l r e sources . 

(B) A d m i n i s t r a t i o n of t he M i n i n g L a w , Q u a r r i e s L a w , t he 

P e t r o l e u m L a w a n d anc i l l a ry leg is la t ion . 

(C.) T o adv i se the G o v e r n m e n t o n the pol icy t o b e app l i ed t o 
the m i n i n g i ndus t ry inc lud ing its t a x a t i o n po l icy . 

(D.) T o inves t iga te a n d p r o m o t e s c h e m e s for the d e v e l o p m e n t 
of t he I s l a n d ' s m i n e r a l po ten t i a l . 

A g e L i m i t s : U n d e r 55 years . 

T e r m s of A p p o i n t m e n t : O n c o n t r a c t for o n e tou r two- th r ee yea r s . Sa l a ry 
£ 3 . 5 1 0 p . a . T e r m i n a l g r a t u i t y 2 0 % of to ta l e m o l u m e n t . F r e e p a s s a g e 
a n d med ica l a t t en t ion . G e n e r o u s leave a n d e d u c a t i o n a l a l l o w a n c e . 

A p p l i c a n t s , w h o s h o u l d b e n a t i o n a l s of the U n i t e d K i n g d o m o r 
I r i sh R e p u b l i c , shou ld a p p l y q u o t i n g R C 242/92 /01 a n d giv ing full 
n a m e s , age , qua l i f ica t ions a n d expe r i ence t o : 

T h e A p p o i n t m e n t s Officer, 

Min i s t ry of O v e r s e a s D e v e l o p m e n t , 

R o o m 3 0 1 , E l a n d H o u s e , 

S t ag P l a c e , V ic to r i a , 

L o n d o n , S . W . I . 

RoirrsCHEK, H . Alignment by mcatu j?" ? ' ^ 
lasers in mines, with special reference to c Q " 1 1 ^ 
indication of the subgrade. BergbauMhrA, ,^,5(5 
August, 1967. tju Î gari: 

At present, a world-wide trend in d 
development of modem physics is chin.>!(OCE 
terised by the concept of 'laser'. Praai:^"; 
fields of application still being develop; 
e.g. to mine surveying, are described ate ^ 
with the value of these researches to elcrnc 
tary physics. 

S :HAR 
:min£ 

wessir 
Ji, Nov 

Experimental arrangements set up cJ Vibrai 
results oblained by the large opencast mi:<iii.'facti 
of Spreetal are described which rfcs and 
mainly concerned with the rational cond i I'leir 
of extractive equipment. Other fields it-Dni v 
applications in mine surveying are di*jp.ain 
cussed. (German text.) :Mi:g i: 

GEZA, MAROTHY. Centenary of the 
vention of the blasting fuse. Banycn:̂ ^^ 
lapok, December 1968. 

ARDI 
'licUy I 
.•mlier. 

A short historical review is given by ii» 
author on the development of Nokd* > he 
blasting fuses consisting of mercuric k y n 
minate, licensed 100 years ago. 

Strength, nm'nbering, and the determi« 
tion of the initiating capacity of blasii^ ' 
fuses are handled in detail. Follows a she 
review on the development' of the mar.-, 
facturing of blasting fuses in Hungary, »J 
the perspectives of the development ŝ  
sketched. (Hungarian text.) 

KLIMPKE, K . Use of the multiple-momt^ 
method in maintenance work below groun-
Bergbauteclmik, October 1967. 

The muitiple-moment method descriN-
in the present paper is a random "* 
cncthod permitting obligatory statements^ 
be made at a statistical safety of 95 per" ; 
on any irregular processes or quantities, ̂ ^ 
for each accuracy desired. This ttioi-^ 
method of work study, when uscd aPP'""?"-' 
ately to the occasion, is suited for fi"'"' 
information gaps in maintenance »'"• 
below ground. 

Compared with other methods, spc^' 
advantages presented by it include: times-
cost saving, universal application 
simple handling. (German text.) 
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HEYDHN, G . and SUKOWSKI, H . 'Vcntil!"^ 
calculations with the Eurocamp RPC i^' 
electronic computer. Bergbaiiwissenschaj' 
December 1967. 

After a comparison of the differ*' 
methods of calculating a ventilation "V 
work, it can be said that the Cross meiho" 
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[57] ABSTRACT 

Waste wafer containing over 2 ppm Mo and at least one 
heavy metal impurity selected from the group consist
ing of Fe, Mn, Cu. Zn, Pb, and Cd, and also containing 
cyanide ion (CN) is treated by passing waste water 
having an adjusted pH value ranging from about 3 to 4 
through an ion-exchange resin column selective to the 
removal of Mo and provide an ion-exchange effluent 
containing at least one of said heavy metal impurities 
and said cyanide ion. The pH value of the efiluent is 
then adjusted to a range of about 7 to 11 sufiicient to 
precipitate the heavy metal impurity having tbe highest 
pH requirement for precipitation, following which the 
precipitate is flocculat'^ and the efiluent conla;;iing the 
flocculated precipitate then subjected to electrolysis 
using insoluble electrodes to form electrolytic oxygen 
a.nd hydrogen and effect electrofiotation of the floccu
lated precipitate and form a froth thereof which is sepa
rated from the effluent by skimming. 

6 Claims, 1 Drawing Figure 
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selected being sufficient to precipitate that heavy metal 
VVASTE WATER Tt^EAT^^ENT im.purity having the highest pH requirement for precipi

tation, coagulating and flocculating said precipitate, and 
This invention relates to the treatment of bdustrial then subjecting the flocculated precipitate-containing 

waste water for recycling to surface waters and, in 5 effluent lo electrolysis using insoluble electrodes to 
particular, to the treatment of waste water obtairiCd in form electrolytic oxygen and hydrogen and effect elec-
mineral recovery processes, such as in the flotation troflotation of the noccuJafed precipitate by virtue of 
recovery of molybdenite. the p r e i n c e of bubbles of electrolytic oxygen and hy-

n t r v r . P m ^ K i n O F T M P 7 W P N J T T O V drogen end form a froth thereof, the froth containing 
B A C k G R O L N D OF THE INVENTION ,(, ^^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ j ^ , ^ j^^ j^^ thereafter separated from the 

Large amounts of water are employed in flotation effluent. The effluent is then filtered to provide a clean 
processes which generally require a water recycle sys- tailing liquor contaimng not more th.-in 2 ppm Mo and 
lem utilizing active tailing dams and water storage facil- not raore than 2 ppm Fe, 1 ppm Mn, 0.05 ppm Cu, 0.2 
ities to collect mill water and then subsequently return ppm Zn, 0.01 ppm Pb, 0.015 ppm Cd, and 0.025 ppm 
the water for reuse into the flotation system. 15 CN. 

While the system employed enabled total contain- The waste water obtained from the molybdenite flo-
ment of the waste water during certain parts of the tation process may typically contain the following in 
season, this was not always possible during the annual parts per million or rog/l . 
spring runoff of melted snow. Thus, the annual rapidly 
increasing iimoff into the tailing system made it neces- 20 
sary to discharge some of the industrial water from the 
system into surface waters in order to keep the total 
system in haidince. 

The water effluent or waste water obtained in moiyb-
denite flotation generally contains small concentrations 25 .^ j^^ ^^nuent after treatment is deemed to be substan-
of heavy meta.s. such as molybdenum, copper, zinc, ^^,, ^ , ^ ^ ^^ impurities when it contains a maxinium 
iron, and the like, as a result of solubilization dunng the r.(, f„ii„ • ~ 
n . .- -r-l. 11 . . , • of the followmg: 
notation process. The mill water may also contam com
bined cyanide in concentrations of less than about two TABLE 1 
or one part per million introduced in the mill circuit as 30 
sodium cyanide which is used as a copper depressant 
Such waters present a pollution problem if discharged 
into Ihe surrounding environment 

It would thus be desirable to provide a waste water 
treatment process to remove substantially said heavy 35 DETAILS OF THE INVENTION 
raetals in accordance with the prevailing target amounts 
for such waters. ^° carrjing the invention into practice, the waste 

water containing mol"ybdenum and at least one other 
OBJECTS O F THE INVENTION heavy metal ton is adjusted to a pK of about 3 to 4 and 

It is an object of the invenuon to provide a process 40 the waste water then passed tlu"ough an ion-exchange 
for treating waste water containing heavy metals and column containing an ion-exchange resin selective lo 
produce an effluent with the heavy metal ions and cya- ^ ^ removal of molybdenum from solution. A preferred 
mde ion substantially reduced. ion-exchange resin is a weak-base amine type anion 

Another object is co provide a process for removing exchange resin. This type of resin has a high capacity 
heavy metal ions from Lndustrial waste waters, for ex- 45 for molybdenum absorption and, moreo'ver, has a high 
ample, industrial waste waters of the type obtained in affmity for hydroxyl ions which allow for effective 
the flotation recovery of molybdenite. elution of molybdenum from the resin with smaller 

These and other objects will more clearly appear alkaline requirements, 
from the following disclosure and the accompanying One example of an ion-exchange resin is one sold 
drawing which is a flow sheet showing one embodiment 50 under the trade;nark IRA 99, formerly Amberliie XE-
for carrying out the process of the invention. 299. This resin is a macro-reticular weakly basic anion 

exchange resin with a tertiary amine functional group 
STATEMENT O F THE INVENTION attached to a copolymer of styrene-divinyl benzene as a 

One embodiment of the invention is directed to an polymer matrix. With this type of resin, laboratory 
environmental pollution control process for treating 55 loadingsof up to about 12 pounds of molybdenum have 
Waste water containing over 2 ppm Mo and at least one been obtained at a cumulative percent recovery of over 
heavy metal impurity selected from the group consist- 90%. The resin in the hydroxyl form does not have a 
ing of over 2 ppm Fe, over 1 ppm Mn, over 0.05 ppm high capacity of adsorbing molybdenum but does have 
Cu, over 0.2 ppm Zn, over 0.01 ppm Pb, and over 0.015 a high capacity in the bisulfate or chloride form. Sul-
ppm Cd, as well as over 0.025 ppm CN ion.particularly 60 phuric acid is preferred as the regenerant in that it is 
waste water obtained in the flotation recovery of mo- cheaper and also that it avoids contamination of the 
lybdenite. The process comprises passing waste water effluent water with cliloride ions, 
having an adjusted pH value ranging from about 3 to 4 • Tests have shown that an average molybdenum con-
through an ion-exchange resin column selecrive to the.. centration of 2 parts per million could be oblained in 
remova] of Mo to a level not exceeding 2 ppm and 65 waste water from a feed concentration ranging from 
provide an ion-exchange effluent containing said al least about 2 to 24 parts per million, the average resin loading 
one heavy metal impurity, adjusting the pH value of being about 3.66 !bs/fl^ of resin at these molybdenum 
said efiluent to a range of about 7 to 11, the pH value feed concentrations. The average resin loadings at these 
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feed concentrations would be higher when using a (ion process or disposed of by di.scharging it inlo cnvi-
I pu!.<:ed column. ronmental waters following flotation, assuming lilile or 
3j hlolybdenum resin elution efficiencies in excess of no cyanide present 

98% were obtained using sodium hydroxide as the elu- in a pilot plant unit designed for an average flow of 
ant, the resulting sodium molybdate solution containing 5 \0 gallons per minute, the residence times for the vari-
about 16 to 19 grams of molybdenum per liter. ' ~ QUJ stages of treatment comprised 10 minutes for lime 

A series of tests were conducted in which the feed neutralization, one minute for treatment in the electro-
waste wafer had a pH value of about 3.5 and contained coagulation cell via contact with .electrolytic hydrogen 
an average of about 22.2 ppm Mo. Over a period of 8 ^^^ oxygen to condition the precipitate for the floccula-
days, the feed solution was processed by Passing it ,o tjon step and the addition immediately thereafter of the 
through the resin bed at a 24-hour operating schedule u,^^^ flocculant followed by electronotalion at at 
basis, the average feed rate for the 8 days being atout '^^-^^^^ ^^^^ of 25 minutes to effect flolation of the 
41.4 gallons per minute per square foot of resm bed f,^^,^,^ precipitate. 
cross .^lional ^ ^ > ^^^7 '=^^Se molyWenum con- J ^^^ .,,^^,^^^^j i„ ^j,^ 

tent of the feed was reduceo frora 22.2 ppm to 1.3 ppm, ,5 ^ . „ '̂  . „„. K V ^ rt,^„,c..,=ctP waipr in 
the average bed loading being about 3.9 lbs. Mo per ft^ accompanying How sheet which shows ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ . " ^ ^ 
of resin, fbout 94.1% of the total moiybdenum being - gomg to acid treatment 11 where the pH value is ad-
recovered. It was surprisingly noted that the resin re-. Jested within the range of 3 to 4, e.g., 3 5 following 
moved from about 50% to 70% of the cyanide ion. ' which the acidified waste water is passed through an 

At a downnow rate of abouf 41 gallons per minute ^ anion-exchange column 12 to remove raolybdenum and 
per sq. fL of resin, the pressure drop through the resin provide an efnuent impovenshed in molybdenum, that 
bed was 40 lbs/in.^ which was found to be within the is, not exceeding 2 ppm. 
allowable maximum of 40 Ibs/sq.in. es recommended by The effluent is then neutralized with lime at 13 lo a 
the resin manufacturer to avoid excessive physical resin pH value of aboul 10.8 lo precipitate heavy metal hy-
degradalion. „ droxides which are thereafter treated at 14 in an electro-

Following substantial removal of the molybdenum coagulation cell, a polymer flocculant thereafter added, 
frora the feed solution, the resulting efiluent is then including a surfactant, and the flocculated precipitate 
processed to remove the heavy metals present. This is subjected to electrofiotation. A preferred surfactant is 
achieved by adjusting the pH value of the effluent to a one designated by the trademark SSL sold by Stauffer 
level wiihin the range of 7 to 11. the level chosen being Chemical Co. 
that suincient to prccipilate that heavy metal impurity fhis is achieved by charging the flocculated slurry 
having the highest pH requirement for precipitalion, for [„IQ an electrolytic cell IS operated with insoluble elec-
exaraple, manganese. Thus, the heavy metals present trodes where the slurry is subjected to electrofiotation 
having a low pH requirement are assured of being pre- ^jj^g generated micro bubbles ofoxygen and hydrogen 
cipitated. „ as xhz means of forming a froth which is skimmed off as 

The desired pH value (e.g., 10.8) is obtained by em- shown, 
ploying lime as the base, although other bases may be j ^ j,^g ^^^j^j ^ y rejjdual cyanide ions are present in 
employed to neutralize the acid and precipitate the ^^ .^^ ^^ ^^^ ^ ^ ji^^jj ĵ ^^ ;„ ^^^ess of 0.06 ppm), a 
heavy metals as hydroxides. After lime prec-piUlion, treatment step 16 is added in which sodium hypochlo-
the precipitate IS flocculated by the addition of a poly- ^^^ (NaOCl) or other oxidizing agent is added in 
mer nocculating agent, e.g polyelectrolytes. such as ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 50 ,^ ^ ^ i ^ j ^ ^^^ 
°r̂ t •T.rVt 'I'S^Tn^ . T S^ r t cyanide ion. Following this treatment, the efnuent is COL 728 sold by Allied Colloid, Inc. The preferred ' v o 1, c J r:u=, n CLr^^ K ^ ; „ „ c«.«f -, , . •', , . . „ , ' . _ , •„„• passed through a Baker Sand filter 17 before berag sent flocculants a.'e polyacrylaniides, for example, non-iomc A- i 
or weakly anionic polyacrylamide of the fol]o%ving to isposaJ. j r ,. j . r .-
fo ulati • i- ' ' ° 45 Most of the processes employed for the detoxification 

of waste water of cyanides utilize the oxidation ap-
(CH2=CHCONH2)r proach to remove free cyanide and transition metal 

coordination cyanide complexes, 
where X denotes fhe number ofroer units making up the One method utilizes chlorine gas injected into the 
po!>'raer. the high molecular weight polymer being 50 waste water stream, the waste water being first ren-
preferred. dered alkaline by adjusting its pH value to a range of 

In a preferred embodiment before the flocculant is about 10.5 to 11. Laboratory tests conducted at 10* C. at 
added, the precipiiate slurry is conditioned in an elec- pH values of 9.5 and 10.5. respectively, on waste water 
trocoagulation cell for upwards of several mi&utes, e.g., containing 0.18 ppm of CN ion gave the following re-
1 or 2 or 3 minutes, by contacting said slurry with bub- 55 suits: 
bles of electrolytic hydrogen and oxygen generated in TARI E 2 
an electrolytic cell using insoluble electrodes. The co
agulated slurry is then treated as follows: 

The slurry is flocculated and then subjected to elec-
trofi.otation in an electrolytic cell using insoluble elec- 60 
trodes, the amount of current employed being sufTicienf ~ 
to generate substantial amounts of electrolytic oxygen 
and hydrogen which in the form of micro bubbles effect • 
flotation of the agglomerated heavy metal precipitate. 
This process is referred lo in the trade as the Swift 65 
Lectro Clear process. As will be noted, more elTicient results are obtained 

The froth produced in the ct!) is skimmed off and the with the higher pH level, the addition of 50 ppm chlo-
final efRuent either recycled into the molybdenite flota- rine gas at 10.5 pH reducing the cyanide concentration 

pH 

Residence Time 

20 ppm CIj 
30 ppm CI2 
50 ppm O l 
Feed 

15 min 

0.07 
O U 
0.04 
O.Ig 

CN CONCEN-niATION 

9.5 

30 min 

0.05 
0.05 

0.18 

15 mtn 

0.06 
0.05 
ao2 
0.18 

10.5 

JO min 

0.18 
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to a level of about 0.02 ppm in 15 mi.nutes. It W'as diffi
cult to achieve the same result on a large scale, allhough 
the cyanide concentration could be subsianiially re
duced. 

Laboratory tests on the use of hypiochlorite salts 
indicated such salts lo be also useful in lowering the 
cyanide content The use of NaOCI was extensively 
studied and found to perform well. A feed solution 
containing 0.19 part per n-sillion cyanide (CN) was 
treated with 10 ppm and 20 ppm NaOCI concentration 
at various pH levels above 7 and ihe following results 
obtained: 

TABLE 3 

pH 
NaCX3 
Concentration 

30 minutes 
60 minutes 
90 minules 

10 
ppm 

-

8.8 
20 

ppm 

0.08 
0.05 
0.07 

10 
ppm 

0.04 
0.03 
O.K 

10.6 
20 

ppm 

0.03 
0.02 
0.02 

ll.O 
10 . 20 

ppm ppm 

0.03 O.OI 
0.03 . 0.02 
0.03 0.02 

10 

15 

20 

Tests were also conducted on a large scale (pilot 
plant) and the effect of pH, residence tirae, and NaOCI 
concentration studied. NaOCI concentrations of 5 ppm, 
10 ppm, 20 ppm, and 40 ppm were studied. The average 
cyanide concentration in the effluent during a 66-hour 
run was about 0.052 mg/liter or 0.052 ppm. Incre-ising 
the amount of hy"pochlorite addition did not materially 
affect the cyanide degradation. Concentrations as high 
as 40 ppm of NaOCI resulted in no significant decrease 
in effluent cyanide levels as compared to 5 ppm NaOCI 
sohition at residence times of 33 minutes, 48 minutes, 
and 78 minutes. TTie best results were obtained at pH 
values over 10. 

For a period of about 11 days, a feed water having a 
pH value of aboul 10.6 and an average CN ion concen
tration of about 0.2 ppm was treated with 20.9 ppm 
NaOCI at a residence time of about 33 minutes to pro
vide an effluent averaging up to about 0.06 ppm cya
nide. It was observed that the combined effects in the 
process of cyanide removal in the ion exchange step and 
Ihe subsequent treatment with hN-pochlorite followed 
by filtering produced an effluent "A-ith the desired cya
nide limits. 

It was also observed that lo assure substantially com
plete removal of the precipitated heavy metal hydrox
ides following skimming ofthe electroflotation product, 
a sand filter should be employed in order to p>oIish or 
insure quality of the effluent 

A total circuit analysis ofa pilot run is given in Table 
4. 

TABLE 4 

Analysis 

Sample 

Feed 
Ion-

E x c h a n g e 
Efiluent 
Er r iuen t ' 

F i l le red 
Efnuent^ 

Fe 

4.3 

— 
0.65 

0.10 

H e a v y Metals 
Mill iRrams Per Li ter 

Mn 

6.4 

6.2 
1.0 

0.10 

Zn 

0.29 

0.28 
0.05 

C.022 

Cu 

0.19 

0.17 
0.05 

0.013 

or ppm 

Cd 

0.01 

O.OI 
0.01 

O.OI 

Mo 

5.9 

I.I 
0.6 

0.6 

" p H 

6 J 

3.5 
lOJ 

10.5 

CN 
mg/l 

(ppm) 

0.28 

0.08 
0.035 

0.01 

'After elccuofloution and rcnKn'al of p^ecipiuie. 
'AUCT nilraiioa of cfTlucnl I. 

As will be noted, the feed was substantially reduced 
in impurities in accordahce wilh the target goals set 
Thus, follo-vv.'ing the ion-exchange step at a pH value of 
3.5, the molybdenum content was reduced from 5.9 
ppm to 1.1 ppm. Following precipiiation ofthe heavy 
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metals .?.r,ii the removal thereof by electrofiotation, the 
effluent was substantially reduced in Fe, Mn, Zn, Cu, 
and Cd, in addition to Mo. Following hypochlorite 
treatment with a small but effective amount of Ihe hy
pochloriie at a pH value of 10.5 and filtering through 
sand at the rate of 5 gallons per minute per square foot 
of filter, the heavy metals in the filtered emuenl and the 
cyanide were further reduced, the cyanide ion being 
reduced lo 0.01 ppm. Before disposing of or recycling 
the cleaned efiluent, the pH'value is adjusted to about 6 
lo 8.5. 

The heavy metal precipitate separated at 18 in the 
flow sheet is preferably subjected to a "chem-fix" step 
before disposing of it into the environment One method 
of chem-fixing is lo mix the heavy melal precipitate 
with Portland cement using sodium silicate as a binder 
to enable storage of the material in the environment 
without polluting the environment 

Allhough the present invention has been described in 
conjunction with p,-eferred erabodimenls, il is to be 
understood that modifications and variations may be 
resorted to without departing from the spirit and scope 
of the invention as those skilled in ihe art will readily 
understand. Such modifications and variations are con
sidered lobe within the purview and scope oflhe inven
tion and the appended claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. An environmental pollution control process for 

treating waste water containing over 2 ppm Mo and at 
least one heavy metal impurity selected from the group 
consisting of over 2 ppm Fe, over 1 ppm Mn, over 0.05 
ppm Cu, over 0.2 ppm Zn, and over 0.015 ppm Cd, and 
containing over 0.025 ppm CN ion which comprises: 

passing said waste water having an adjusted pH value 
ranging from about 3 to 4 through an ion<xchange 
resin column selective to the removal of Mo to a 
level not exceeding about 2 ppra to provide an 
ion-exchange effluent containing said at least one 
heavy metal impurity and said CN ion, 

adjusting the pH value of said efTluenl to a range of 
about 7 to 11, the pH value selected being sufficient 
to precipitate that heavy metal impurity having the 
highest pH requirement for precipitation, 

subjecting said precipitate to electrocoagulation and 
flocculation and provide a flocculated dispersion of 
said precipitate, 

subjecting said flocculated precipitate-containing 
efiluent to electrolysis using insoluble electrodes to 
form micro bubbles of electrolytic oxygen and 
hydrogen and effect electroflotation of said floccu
lated precipitate and form a froth thereof, 

skimming off said froth lo provide a substantially 
clean effluent containing residual amounts of cya
nide in excess of 0.025 ppm, 

adding a small but effective amount of an oxidizing 
agent selective to the oxidation of said contained 
cyanide sufficient to reduce it to a value not ex
ceeding about 0.025 ppm, 

and then filtering said efiluent, 
whereby a cleaned liquor is obtained containing 

not more than 2 ppm Mo and not more than 2 
ppm Fe, 1 ppm Mn, 0.05 ppm Cu, 0.2 ppm Zn, 
0.015 ppm Cd, and 0.025 ppr. CN ions. 

2. The process of claim 1, wherein the oxidation of 
the CN ion is carried out al a pH value of at least abo"jt 
10. 

BR? 
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3. The process of claim 1, wh'jrein thj filtering ofthe 
efrlueiil is effected through a &: nd filter. 

4. The process of claim 1, w''ierein the filtered efflu
ent is adjusted to a pH value o! about 6 lo 8.5 before it 
is disposed of. 

5. Tlte process of claim 1, wh' rein the oxidizing agent 

8 
is selected from the group consisting of alkali metal and 
alkaline earth metal hypochlorites. 

6. The process of claim 1, wherein the amount ofthe 
oxidizing agent sdded ranges up to about 50 ppm. 
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